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The World's Greatest Salesman Is
The Printed Page . . . Try The Leader's
Number 21
OUNCIL ACTS TO IMPROVE CITY WATER SYSTEM
on Thanksgiving ' Gave $500 Tip
ices Will Be
irst Christian
Ted Hightower To
iver Sermon To Con-
-d Group; Special
ering
Rev. Ted Hightower, Pa-
will deliver the annual
Thanksgiving ser mon
ay. Nov. 25, at the First
an Church, the Rev. Tom
, pastor, said.
uled for 9 o'clock, the
will ignore traditional
f choosing local ministers
alternating basis and hear
ev. Mr. Hightower, who is
tly conducting a revival
gden Memorial Methodist
h. The revival ends Wed-
night
he was already in town,
ministers agreed to accept
Rev. Mr. Hightower, and
• tradition, Rev. Mr. Col-
aid.
pecial Thanksgiving offer-
.111 be given, which will be
over to the World Ser-
Agency, a non-denornina-
group with offices in
pal cities.
First Christian Church
will present a special mes-
song, Mr. Collins said.
ices were held last year
Cumberland Presbyterian
with the message deliv-
y the Rev. Tom Collins.
nksgiving Union services
onia will be held at the
Presbyterian Church at
o'clock Thursday morning.
Rev. Harlan Thomas will
3 the sermon, assisted by
v. Ray Wigginton, direct-
combined choir.
t Farmers' Classes
At Butler Tonight
t.s D. Maddox, agriculture
tor at Butler High School,
s attention to the adult
r, classes, which begin
ay night, Nov. 18, at 7:30
. at Butler SchooL The
ed subject for study is
res", Mr. Maddox said.
Delivered
Big Gas line
Carloads Placed
estern Kentucky
is This Week
, steel pipes stacked on
ars and along ra oak' aid-
from Fulton t Fredonia
ithin a few onths, ex-
to be car ing natural
to and th caigh western
cky.
pipe, totaling 635 ear-
ls being delivered for
y installation as soon as
ederal Power Commission
yes construction of a 26-
line extenoing from near
his through western Ten-
western Kentucky, and
rn Indiana into Ohio.
• is being delivered to the
ing places:
on, 84 cars; Water Valley,
; Mayfield, 87 cars; Ben-
94 cars; Calvert City, 50
Grand Rivers, 29 cars; Ed-
e. 39 cars; Kuttavra, 38
Fredonia, 148 cars. In ad-
to these 635 cars, another
being delivered to other
cky points.
George C. Gilbert, president
of Water Systems Interna-
tional, Washington, tells a
special House committee prob-
ing auto trade practices that
he paid for extras on his car
and gave an additional $500
commission in purchasing a
new Oldsmobile from the
Kearney Oldsmobile Company
of Washington. (AP Wire-
photo)
Substation Herd
State's Best
September's Winner In
Improvement Asso. Has
High Output, Low Cost
The dairy 'herd at the Western
Kentucky Experiment Substa-
tion had the highest production
a cow and the lowest feed cost
a pound of butter fat produced,
in September, of any of the Dai-
ry Herd Improvement Associa-
tions in Kentucky.
According to the September
issue of "Dairy Herd Improve-
ment Association News", this
Substation herd of 23 pure bred
Jerseys, including three dry
cows, produced 654 pounds of
milk and 35.1 pounds of butter
fat a cow during the month.
The average production of all
associations in the State was 568
pounds of milk and 23.5 pounds
of butter fat a cow.
The high production of the
Substation herd was accompan-
ied with the lowest feed cost a
pound of butter fat produced.
The cost of feed required to pro-
duce a pound of butter fat was
23 cents in this herd compared
with an average cost of 39 cents
for all associations. This low
feed cost was attained by having
an abundance of good pasture
and feeding only a moderate
amount of grain, S. J. Lowry.
superintendent, said.
R. A. Mabry At Agents'
Conference In Lexington
R. A. Mabry, county agent, is
attending the County Agent's
Conference at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, this week.
The gathering will feature a
banquet, study courses and sev-
eral outstanding speakers. An
annual affair, it is scheduled to
last five days.
Gets Year For
Dynamiting Fish
Beattyville — AP — Dorsey
Sparks of Spencer Ridge was
convicted today on a charge of
dynamiting fish and was fined
$1 and sentenced to a year in
prison.
oci Living Assured
estock. Of Nation
ASSOCIATED POOLS/ I
‘ago
--Corn today is fed to
with a shovel instead of a
. That's the opposite of last
at this time. And it's all
with hogs, which don't
eating anytime they aren't
g.
thermore, the little pigs of
spring's crop are going to
living —and eating—just
In comparison with the
Cr of animals to eat it,
< never been so much food
d for livestock.
isn't just hogs which will
this Increased feeding.
and poultry also will
in it. And, eventually, it
mean more food for hu-
now, nearly everyone
knows about the record-break-
ing corn crop. But there's a lot
of oats, barley and sorghum
grain There probably will be a
good supply of molasses—it's
sprayed on coarse grains be-
cause then the livestock eat snore
of them.
The agriculture department to-
day estimated "the total sup-
ply of all feed concentrates for
the year which -began in Octo-
ber is 23 percent larger than
the 1947-48 supply.
"The big supply of feed in
relation to livestock probably
will mean a substantial Increase
in total quantity of concentrates
fed to livestock. This increase
will result principally from In-
creased feeding an animal, al-
though livestock numbers may
(Please Turn To Page Six)
Hunting Season
On Quail, Rabbits
Opens Sat., Nov. 20
Reports Both Species
More Numerous In Many
Kentucky Counties; War-
Dens On Watch
Frankton Kentucky's nim-
rods will fire their first volleys
Saturday,. Nov. 20, when the
1948-49 season on quail and rab-
bits opens. Hunting of these two
species will be legal until Janu-
ary 10.
All hunters are required to
possess licenses, the Division of
Game and Fish points out, and
pump and automatic repeating
shotguns must be plugged so
that the barrel and magazine
combined will hold not more
than three shells, with the plugs
of such type they cannot be re-
moved without disassembling
the gun. Statewide licenses,
which are valid in any county
in Kentucky, may be obtained
for $3, while a $1 county license
permits the hunter to take game
only in the county designated.
Bag limit for quail this sea-
son is 10 a day for each hunter,
the Division points out, while
the possession limit is 20 after
the first day, provided the hun-
ter has hunted two or more days.
Limit on rabbits is eight a day,
with 16 being permissable after
the first day, provided the pos-
sessor has hunted two or more
days. The division warns hun-
ters 107 conservation officers
will patrol the fields this season
to see that these rules and reg-
ulations are complied with.
Reports from throughout the
State indicate more quail and
rabbits this season than last,
the Division claims. A recent
survey, conducted by the Happy
Hunting Ground magazine, show-
ed rabbits are on the increase
from the all-time low of last
season in some of the counties,
while the bird crop is generally
regarded as improved over
excellent 1947 season in pr
cally all sections. This survey
was made by polling the 107
(Please Turn To Back Page)
Scrap Campaign
Extended Week
Future Farmers To
Collect Metal Sat-
urday In City
The Mid-West scrap drive has
been extended another week,
through Saturday, Nov. 20,
James D. Maddox, agriculture
instructor at Butler High School,
said Tuesday. The drive is
sponsored locally by Butler
Chapter, Future Farmers of
America.
Last Saturday the boys col-
lected 5,698 pounds of metal,
which sold for $65.32. This
amount was donated to the chap-
ter, and is in addition to
amounts turned in to dealers
and the poundage credited to
the chapter's collecting efforts.
Another drive will be launch-
ed Saturday, when a truck will
pick up any scrap metal a per-
son has on his place. The chap-
ter has shown appreciation for
the cooperation received in the
drive, and urges all who have
scrap to point it out to the
young farmers, or place it where
the truck can load it.
Campbell Cameron
Promoted At Academy
I Campbell H. Cameron,, son of
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Cameron,
308 Hopkinsville St., has been
promoted to the rank of cadet
Sergeant. 1st Class (Platoon) at
Castle Heights Military Aca-
demy, Lebanon, Tenn. The ap-
pointment to this rank is based
on the cadet's military and effi-
ciency record. Cadet Cameron
is a junior.
Safe And Contents Taken
From Ideal Food Market
A 600 pound safe, with Its
contents, was taken from the
Ideal Food Market, 307 E. Main,
sometime Tuesday night, it was
reported Wednesday. The safe
was rolled to the front door,
where traces of it end. Entrance
was made by forcing the front
doors.
Body Returned
Corp. zverett Peters
The body of Corp. Everett
E. Peters, killed in action in
Italy October 1, 1944, will ar-
rive in Princeton Saturday
from overseas. He was the son
of Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Peters,
formerly of Caldwell county,
now of Metropolis, Ill., and at-
tended chool at Cobb. He was
23 years old at the time of his
death. Funeral arrangements
are not definite.
Growers To Vote
On 1949 Quotas
Three Questions On Bal-
lot For Decision Satur-
day, Nov. 27
Names of Fire-Cured a n d
Dark Air-Cured tobacco grow-
ers who are eligible to vote in
the referenda Saturday, Nov. 27,
to determine whether they
want quotas on the 1949 crop
are being listed in the AAA of-
fice and the lists are open for
inspection, W. P. Oldham, chair-
man of the Caldwell County
AAA, said.
The law provides for quotas
on tobacco if approved by at
least two-thirds of growers vot-
g in referenda.
"Any person who has an in-
terest in the 1948 crap of Fire-
Cured or Dark Air-Cured to-
bacco as owner, tenant, or share
cropper is eligible to vote in the
referelinebeing held on the
kind o tobacco he is producing,
but no person is entitled to cast
more than one vote, even
though he may be producing
Dark tobacco in two or more
communities, counties, or states,"
Mr. Oldham explained.
As in the past, Mr. Oldham
pointed out, growers will vote
on one of three propositions: (1)
Do you favor marketing quotas
for 3 years, 1949, 1950 and 1951?;
(2) Do you favor quota for one
year, 1949, but oppose quotas for
3 years?; or (3) Are you opposed
to any quotas?
Nursery Provided By
Church During Services
A two-hour session Sunday
morning for kindergarten chil-
dren is now provided in a nur-
sery at the First Christian
Church, the Rev. Tom W. Col-
lins, pastor, said this week. One
full-time paid attendant and
mothers who volunteer their ser-
vices are in charge each Sun-
day. he said. Parents will find
the nursery and a four-and-five-
year-old department on the first
floor of the new building.
Businessmen, Farmers To
Be Guests Of Purina Co.
Clyide Kercheval, president of
Princeton Mills, will conduct a
group of Princeton and Caldwell
county businessmen and farm-
ers on a research farm and lab-
oratory tour of Ralston Purina
Mills, in St. Louis, beginning
Monday, Nov. 28. The delega-
tion will include, in addition to
Mr. Kercheval, J. B. Lester,
Glenn Farmer, Edwin La m b,
John Mahan, George Pettit and
Hearne Harrelson, All expenses
will be paid by the Ralston
Purina Company.
Circuit Court Ends
Quarterly Session
Caldwell Circuit Court ended
its quarterly session last week
by deciding several civil cues,
Mrs. Leona Trader, circuit court
clerk, said. In a case brought
by Claude's Taxi Co. against
Dr. Frank Gianini, the decis-
ion was found for the defendent,
Mrs. Trader said. Most of the
court's business was wound up
Thursday and the jury was dis-
missed Saturday.
New Boy Scout
Units Are Being
Organized Here
Senior Troop And Cub
Pack Sponsored By
Elks And Central
Presbyterian Church
Princeton's scouting family
was augmented this week by the
formation of a Senior Scout
troop and a Cub Pack.
Under Sponsorship of the
Elk's Club, the older scouters
will be led by R. E. Young, Jr.,
and assisted by John 0. McKin-
ney.
The Senior Scout committee
is comprised of the following
Elk members: Gordon Glenn,
Brad Lacy, Willard Moore,
Hearne Harrelson and C. A.
Horn.
Senior Scouts have a choice of
three branches of scouting, Air,
Sea and Explorer troops. The
Elks will aid the boys in the
development of a scout base at
Kentucky Lake.
Members of the troop are Joe
Stallins, Gene Croft, Tommy
Glenn, Charles Wade, Da i 1
Johnson, Donald Pinnegar, Bob-
by Crowe, Doug Skinner and
Charles P-Pool.
James J. Harris, field scout
executive for the Three Rivers
District, said the organization is
open to all boys 15 and over, re-
gardless of whether they have
any previous scouting exper-
ience.
Boys who are still regular
scout troop members are also
kligible for the senior group,
without losing membership in
the younger troop. Mr. Harris
pointed out.
Cubs Reactivated
Den No. 1, Back No. 239, Cub
Scouts of America was organi-
zed this week under sponsor-
ship of the Central Presbyterian
Church. Mrs. L. E. Oliver is Den
Mother, and Sam McConnell is
Cult/nester.
The young scout organikation,
open to boys 9 to 12 years old,
includes the following members:
James Crowe, Charles Elder,
Harvey Kelling, Billy Wilson,
Rolling Goodaker, John Glenn,
Phillip Heaton,. Robert Kelly end
David Brown.
Other Cub dens will be or-
ganized when needed Den
Mothers are obtained.
Comprising the pack commit-
tee for the Central Presbyterian
Church are the Rev. David
Schulherr, Russell Goodaker,
Frank C. Wilson and Gene
Barrett.
Schools Will Be Closed
Thursday And Friday
Princeton and Caldwell Coun-
ty schools will be closed Thurs-
day and Friday, Nov. 35 and 16,
in observance of Thanksgiving,
it was announced this week by
C. T. Pollard, city school super-
intendent, and Clifton ChM
county school superintendent. No
special program is planned by
Butler High or Eastside Schools,
although many count schools
will observe the holiday with
plays and pageants Tuesday and
Wednesday. T h e traditional
Thanksgiving football flag will
fly in the afternoon, however,
when Butler High meets Marion
in the final contest of the grid
season.
C. T. Pollard Addresses
Rotary On School System
The good and bad points of
the city school system were
pointed out to Rotary members
Tuesday night by C. T. Pollard,
superintendent of city schools.
The people, he said, are the
stockholders in this great cor-
poration. He also told the Ro-
tarians, at their regular meet-
ing, of the needs of Princeton's
school system. Jimmy Wallace,
Butler High School honor stu-
dent, was guest as Junior Rotar-
ina. Dr. Summers Brinson was
named an honorary member.
The annual Rotary minstrel will
be held December 17 and 18 in
Butler Auditorium, Gordon Lis-
mislay, minstrel chairman, told
the gimiap. Other details of the
show, including the cast, are
Incomplete, he said.
To Undergo Operation
Mrs. Henry .Towery, accom-
panied by her daughter, Mrs.
Mae Blades, let t Tuesday for
Louisville, where she will un-
chain) an eye operation.
Filtration, Softening
Plant To Be Added By
Sale Of Revenue Bonds
PRINCETON LEADS
STATE IN CAMPAIGN
FOR SCRAP METAL
Bottler High School's chap-
ter, Future Farmers of
America, was unofficially
reported Wednesday to be
in first place in Kenutcky
in the scrap metal campaign
now being conducted. The
campaign has been continu-
ed in this community ano-
ther week and the members
of the chapter hope to col-
lect several thousand more
pounds of vitally needed
metal, James D. Maddox,
agricultural teacher at But-
ler, said.
4-H Entries Win
Prizes At Show
Billy Mitchell's Steer
Takes Sixth Place;
Others Win Cash
Billy Mitchell won sixth place
and a $5 prize in the best indi-
vidual Hereford class at the 27th
annual Fat Cattle Show at the
Bourbon Stockyards in Louis-
ville last week, Edwin Lamb,
who accompanied the boys, said.
Others capturing premium
money were Caldwell county's
exhibit trf five baby beeves from
county carload, 21st premium,
$10; Jerry Cravens, best Short-
horn class, 20th premium, $2;
best carload of 15 from any one
county, 25th premium, $30; Bil-
ly Mitchell, 13th premium, rec-
ord book, $2; Jimmy Wallace,
Angus steer raised from cow
owned by member, 14th prem-
ium, $3; and Billy Jones, Here-
ford calf raised from cow own-
ed by member, 20th premium,
$2.
Accompaning the group, in ad-
dition to Mr. Lamb, were Marvin
Thomas, Frank Pool, Benny
Mashburn, Jimmy Wallace, Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Jones, Bar-
nard Jones, Jr., Eleanor Jones,
and Mr. and Mrs. William Jones.
City Featured In
State Magazine
Peace Officers' Publica-
tion Has Major Story
About Princeton
Princeton's people, its indus-
tries and its history are features
of "The City of the Month" a
story spotlighting Princeton and
its peace officers in the current
issue of "On Guard", Kentucky
Peace Officer's Magazine.
Stories of the city's officers
and pictures of each of them
comprise the article. Featured
were Mayor W. L. Cash, City
Judge R. C. McClelland, City
Clerk G. B. Quisenberry, Super-
intendent of Municipal Works
Harold McConnell, County
Judge Clyde 0. Wood, Sheriff
Otho Towery, County Attorney
Clauscine Baker, Circuit Clerk
Leona Trader, County Clerk
Philip Stevens and Councilmen
Howard Stone, George Denham,
Charles Wadlington, Fred Jake
and E. M. Jenkins.
Vgtrolmen S. A. Beckner, M.
R. Franklin and R. C. Morse
and Deputy Sheriff Lonnie
Croft were mentioned as honor
men of the month.
A page-size picture of Chief
Roy Rosser graces the maga-
zine's cover.
Merchant Mariners Not
Exempt From Draft
Former members of the U. S.
Maritime Service are not eligi-
ble for exemption as ex-service
men under the present draft law,
Henry Averdick, chief clerk,
said this week. A meeting of tfte
draft board was held Monday,
and classifications were mailed
to several registrants of Draft
Board No. 9, serving Caldwell,
Lyon and Crittenden counties,
he said. Appointments of ap-
neals agents Is expected within
a week, he said.
Action Meets Demand Of State Health Board
For Improvement; Safety Of Water Has Been In
Question; Bond Issue To Be $60,000 Or
At 3 Percent Interest
— 
Retail Merchants
To Meet Nov. 23
Christmas Decorations
For Business District
To Be Discussed
A called meeting of members
of the Princeton Retail Mer-
chants Association will be held
at the K. U. building Tuesday
afternoon, Nov. 23, at 3 o'clock
to elect officers and transact
other business, an officer said
this week.
Christmas decorations and
their extent, for Princeton's bus-
iness district, will be discussed
and store hours for the pre-
Christmas shopping period will
be decided upon.
The executive committee of
the association met Tuesday af-
ternoon to hear a proposal for
publication of a new city di-
rectory for Princeton but the
agent, who was here Monday and
asked for the hearing', failed to
appear.
Tigers Bow To
Murray High, 26-0
Meet Fourth Consecutive
Defeat At Hands Of
Conference Champs
Butler's Tigers bowed to a
strong Murray High team Fri-
day night, 26-0, in a Western
Kentucky Conference highlight.
The grid battle, featuring
Tigers against Tigers, was
Princeton's last game of the sea-
son to be played out of town.
The Thanksgiving game with
Marion Thanksgiving afternoon
will mark the end of the Tigers
1948 card. The Bengals enjoy a
well
-deserved rest this week-
end.
Butler's defense was weak
against Murray, and in the ini-
tial quarter, the hosts chalked
up seven points after a 92-yard
march to the goal. Jeffrey, of
Murray, went over from the four
and kicked the extra point.
In the second quarter, a 52-
yard run, plus a quarterback
sneak from the one, gave Mur-
ray a 19-0 advantage. In the
third Miller climaxed a 65-yard
drive to score. Miller kicked the
extra point.
Butler High's Tigers met their
fourth consecutive defeat of the
season, tallying two wins and
two ties at tree fall season open-
er, after which Lady Luck turn-
ed her back on what had ap-
peared to be a successful year.
Butler Band Awarded
Top Honors At Paducah
Butler High School's music-
makers won first place Thurs-
day in competition at the Arm-
istice Day program in Paducah.
Sponsored by the American
Legion, the band defeated Trigg
County High's marching players
for top honors before a crowd of
1,500 people. The band display-
ed snappy drilling, fine music
and expert training under the
directorship of K. V. Bryant.
Paducah's Tilghman high school
band performed but did not
compete for prize money. The
two bands marched earlier in
the day, while two other aggre-
gations in the downtown pro-
gram—Ft. Knox and Lincoln
high of Paducah—did not en-
ter the competition. The exhibi-
tion was at Keller Field.
Rummage Sale
The Joy Class of the First
Christian Church will sponsor
a rummage sale in the base-
ment of the Elks' building Sat
urday, Nov. 20. Proceeds will be
used for decorating their Sun-
day School room and for a
Christmas project.
More
A water softening and filtra-
tion addition to Princeton's
waterworks, long n e e de d to
bring this facilay up to par
with modern plants of other
Kentucky towns, was apparent-
ly assured in the near future
when the City Council voted
unanimously at Monday night's
meeting to issue revenue bonds
in the amount of $60,000, or
more, for this purpose.
The Council voted to authorize
negotiation of a contract with a
bonding company to issue "suf-
ficient revenue bonds to make
needed improvements in the
water system" . . . the proposed
improvements to include "a fil-
tration plant, water softener
and other facilities as outlined in
a survey made by Black and
Veatch, Kansas City engineer-
ing firm, about 6 years ago",
Dr. W. L. Cash, mayor, said.
The Council's action followed
recent recommendations of the
Sanitary Bureau of the State
Board of Health, in which the
following statement appeared:
"The 
-condition of this system
(the Princeton waterworks) is
rapidly approaching the point
where something must be done".
Recently State Board of
Health reports of the purity of
Princeton's water supply have
been unfavorable but this con-
dition has been remedied and
tests now show the water is
safe for, domestic use, Mayor
Cash stated this week.
The City's proposal to issue
revenue bonds contemplates
$60.000 or more in bonds, to be
retired over a period of 18 years,
or more, from earnings of the
water system. The issue will be
serial bonds bearing interest at
3 percent, redeemable after the
second year and after 6 years, if
the City's finances warrant, and
additional bonds may be re-
deemed at a premium on any
interest paying date.
A bonding company proposes
to have the bonds ready for de-
livery January 1, 1949, when
they will be offered for sale. 1
local banker said Wednesday
that Princeton's financial stand-
ing is excellent, to permit this
low interest rate, since other
Kentucky communities w h I ch
have issued bonds recently have
had to pay 31/2 and 4 
-percent in-
terest on their bond issues.
Negotiations are in progress
with an engineering firm for
employment of an engineer by
the City and it is proposed to
begin the improvements to the
water system early in 1949,
Mayor Cash said.
Scout Court Of Honor
Date Changed To Nov. 29
The Boy Scout court of honor,
originally scheduled f- o r Tues
day, Nov. 23, has been changed
to Monday, Nov. 29, James Har-
ris, field representative of Boy
Scouts of America, Three Riv-
ers District, said this week. The
event will be held in Marion, he
said, and was changed to the
later date to allow troops more
time in preparing their ad-
vancement programs.
pionnewespen 
MYF Mends Toys For
Christmas Distribution
The Methodist Youth
Foundation of Ogden Me-
morial Church has started a
workshop for Christmas and
solicits toys, to be mended
and distributed by the group.
Mrs. Tom Amos and Mrs.
Gray Brasher are advisors
to the MYF's, and should
be contacted if toys are
available. Lest Sunday the
Rev. Ted Hightower spoke
to the young people in their
regular meeting. Everyone
has been urged to attend
the Sunday night gatherings,
at 6.3$ o'clock, a represen-
tative said.
•
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The New Malthusians
Agricultural scientists are discounting
the writings of some modern prophets
of gloom who are capitalizing on a de-
bunked theory of the late Thomas Robert
Malthus that the world's population will
soon outgrow its food supply.
The new Malthusians are insisting that
soil is losing its fertility through erosion
and reckless exploitation and that food
production will decline in the face of a
rapidly increasing world population.
They are implying that Malthus, who
died in 1834, was just a bit premature in
his predictions.
Improved fanning methods, opening
of new farming areas and modern trans-
portation methods—things not foreseen
by Malthus—have served to meet the
world's food needs, although the popula-
tion has doubled since the time of Mal-
thus. All the while, old lands have be-
come more productive.
Further use of the world's land re-
sources and new ways of producing food
in the future no doubt will prove the new
Malthusians wrong, too. In fact, so our
soil experts say, present-day American
farming methods, if extended to other
tillable areas of the world, could result
in a doubling of the world's food supply.
Further improvement in production meth-
ods that would make land more produc-
tive could be expected to add to this
doubling of the world's food potential.
Scares engendered by the New Malthus-
ians, some of whose writings are on the
best-selling lists, can serve a useful pur-
pose in propagandizing the need for bet-
ter farm and soil-saving practices through-
out the world. There is always reason
for being scared by the destructive pos-
sibilities of soil erosion.
In fact, the doomsday prophets' pre-
dictions would be a little bit more bright
if they had pointed out that erosion
eventually might wear down the earth's
ground area to below sea level. Then the
earth would be covered by a film of water
a mile or so deep. Nations would be re-
quired to feed their floating populations
with food produced from water rather
than from the soil. It would require a
few quintillion year s, perhaps, but it
might not be so bad: this idea of every
man being seafarer all the time. Anyway,
the theory holds a lot more water than
the Malthusian prophecies.
(Lexington Herald)
Democratic Party Doesn't Need Wallace
Most Democrats will find themselves
in sympathy with National Chairman J.
Howard McGrath who indicated Wed-
nesday that Henry A. Wallace will "find
the welcome mat gone" if he undertakes
to return to the Democratic party.
"So far as I am concerned", said Mc-
Grath, "Henry Wallace has taken him-
self out of the Democratic party and he
can stay out".
The foregoing statement probably has
been echoed repeatedly by Democrats the
country over. Wallace certainly commit-
ted political suicide when he ran out on
his party.
Many people undoubtedly will witness
the political demise of the Iowan with
something akin to a pang of regret. The
former vice-president made an important
contribution to his party and the nation
prior to 1944 both as agriculture secre-
tary and vice president in the adminis-
tration of the last President Roosevelt.
In the early part of the New Deal he
had a part in formulating the farm pro-
gram and other liberal legislation.
He also did a creditable job as secre-
tary of commerce in the Roosevelt-Tru-
man administration until the split with
President Truman over foreign policies,
a field Wallace invaded apparently at the
behest of no one in authority.
Wallace's motive in organizing the
Progressive party and entering the cam-
paign for the presidency was clear from
The Commonwealth
The great fact that comes from the
two weeks' conference in London of the
Prime Ministers of states representing
500,000,000 persons who still swear al-
legiance to the British Crown is that
the Commonwealth remains. It not only
remains; it emerges from the conference
stronger, if anything, than it was be-
fore. The prediction that this conference
would mark its twilight are confounded.
It is to be more flexible, it is true. There
is to be room within it for regional al-
liances such as that of the United King-
dom with Western Europe; of Canada,
perhaps, with the Pan American Union.
India may declare itself a republic and
forswear allegiance to the Crown, as may
also Pakistan and Ceylon. But all re-
main, as the final communique said,
with a "substantial community of out-
look", dedicated individually and collec-
tively to support of the objectives of the
United Nations, to opposition to aggres-
sion, to the furtherance of world peace.
There were no captains and no kings
at 10 Downing Street for this meeting.
There met only men in mufti, the demo-
cratically elected heads of states who,
despite differences of race, of religion,
of custom, still were "members of a fam-
ily," as they themselves expressed it.
No treaties were signed. No firm agree-
ments were reached, nor even discussed.
They merely joined together for two
weeks to talk over their problems, as
members of a family do, and to come out
with a common understanding of each
other's ideas and plans. In a period of
name-calling the conference was a re-
freshing affirmation of the proposition
that there are no unsolvable problems
among men of good-will.
To fully appreciate the signifance of
this conference--carried on, all were
agreed, in an atmosphere of the utmost
friendliness—it is well to remember that
the beginning. Even a person with so
little political foresight as he could not
have felt that his party had an outside
chance to win. He was out to beat Tru-
man and the Democratic party apparent-
ly with the idea that he might be able
to assume a strategic position in the post-
election era of reorganization.
He did succeed in costing the Truman-
Barkley ticket New York's 47 electoral
votes, his 500,000 votes in the Empire
state being sufficient to throw the state
to Dewey. But happily, this was not
enough to swing the election. Now Wal-
lace and his party, which was made up
of Communists and a queer collection of
political misfits are where they should be
—out in the cold.
About the only feeling the country as
a whole has toward Wallace at the mo-
ment is one of relief that the late Presi-
dent Roosevelt saw fit to junk him in
the 1944 convention. When Mr. Roose-
velt took President Truman as his run-
ning mate in that convention and shunt-
ed Wallace aside, there was no little dis-
appointment emong the Democratic rank
and fine. Wallace had not been an un-
popular vice president and a great many
people felt that he should be permitted
to continue as the running-mate of the
President. But Roosevelt apparently
knew Walace better than many of the
latter's admirers. (Owensboro Messenger)
Remains
in London were represented a quarter of
the world's people and a quarter of its
area. They represented every continent—
Europe, Africa, Asia, Australia, North
and South America. They represented,
too, a group of states that has moved
more swiftly toward the goal of demo-
cratic freedoms than has any other. Ten
years ago the United Kingdom and the
Dominions made up only 66.1 percent of
the areas and people under the British
Crown. Colonies accounted for 37.4 per-
cent of the remainder and mandates 6.5
percent. Now the percentages are 69.9
peAent for the United Kingdom and the
Dominions, 23.8 percent for colonies and
6.3 percent for mandates. Since the last
conference in 1946, India, Pakistan and
Ceylon have been freed. Burma has been
granted her independence. The mandate
over Palestine has been relinquished. No
new territory has been added.
It remains to be seen what further
changes the years will bring in the world's
most unique political structure. Many
internal strains remain to be lessened.
But often the ties that bind most loosely
are the strongest. That would seem to
be the lesson for the world in the results
of the Commonwealth Conference.
• (New York Times)
•
The United States has about 461,000,-
000 acres of commercial forest land.
Every day there are 1,690 fires in the
U. S. on the average.
•
Jefferson Davis, later president of the
Confederacy, encouraged the importation.
of camels in the United States in 1855
when he was secretary of war.
•
The New York Central railroad was
formed by the merger of 10 lines in 1853.
Earthquakes in Alaska 50 years ago
caused some sections of the coast to rise
as much as 60 feet.
\\‘1,pennyriieposfscripts
By C., M P
Sometimes I hay, just
turned away another proffered
printing jab I feel like the
housewife who wanted to know
how long this burdensome pros-
perity is gonna last.
I am 16 myself and Aid
like to correspond with a boy or
girl that age or older, but not
younger, writes Aileen Batten,
of 18 Avondale Avenue, Neasden,
London, N. W. 2. She says the
reason she wrote The Leader
editor about this "I just fancied
the name (Princeton) in the pap
and took a -ehance". Will some-
body "fancy" Aileen?
* *
Marion P. Brown says the ret1/4-
son the Truman-Barkley ticket
did so well in those western
states is that he made a trip
out there not long ago and ex-
plained to the farmers . . . "and
our side carried every state I
was in except South Dakota".
* * *
And, one of my sorrowing Re-
publican friends came through
with the helpful sentiment.
when he had digested the elec-
tion returns: Well, I have al-
ways managed to get three pret-
ty good meals a day, throughout
the New Deal's 16 years.
* *
Americans love the underdog
and hence, rejoiced when Tru-
fir spof Irg loviiisa up ood iosk r buttoo
. . . and Tom Dewey is certain-
ly tops in this. He is among the
foremost of men who could
smile when everything went
dead wrong in our lexicon of
good sportsmen. And a smart
feller remarked right after the
election: Don't waste your sym-
pathy on the losers. They are
fortunate . . . they didn't get
those hard, thankless jobs.
• • •
Kelsie Tudor is the quietest,
most unassuming auctioneer I
have ever had experience with.
He is doing right well for him-
self in this field of endeavor; and
deservedly so.
• • •
Princeton's downtown section
should have Christmas lights
this year. After ta lapse of sev-
eral years, to save electricity
during the war, the holiday sea-
son ought to be helped along
and Santa Claus' assistants
should be stimulated and.
cheered, by decorations like we
formerly had. Princeton mer-
chants compete with those of
other cities and towns more at
Christmas shopping time than in
normal periods . . and most
neighboring towns will light
and decorate their business dis-
tricts for the Yuletide.
• • •
The Boss Lady at our house
has a large basket of the finest
lemons we ever saw. She got
'em from a friend in Texas, who
formerly sent oranges. The lem-
ons are as large as small oran-
ges, have a very thin rind . . .
and yield a great deal of excel-
lent juice. So now all us mere
males are drinking hot lemonade
mornings and nights, without
sugar . . . to keep off colds!
• • •
The current issue of KT
Notes, Kiwanis district booklet,
has a fine picture of Ken Johns-
ton, new lieutenant governor
for this district ...and says he is
K. A. Thompson, of Mexico, Ky.
Ken says he frequently sees his
name misspelled, by leaving out
the "t", but this is the first
time it has been completely
changed for him, in print.
• • •
Jim Pickens, Princeton's gift
to Western, won all the marbles,
the headlines and the homecom-
ing game for the Hilltoppers
last Saturday when Western de-
feated Eastern 14 to 13 . . . on
Jim's forward passing and quar-
terbacking. He intercepted four
or five Eastern passes, to save
touchdowns and is Mister Pick-
ens on the college campus now.
•
Did You Know?
The term "filibusters" was
first applied to pirates and later
to citizens of the United States
who intervened without govern-
ment sanction in favor of Latin
American revolutions against
Spain.
•
Some fashion experts suggest
that men wear red
-blue-green
neckties with gray suits, red-
brown
-green for brown suits and
red-blue-gray-yellow with blue
suits.
•
Good steam engines convert
about 10 percent of energy fed
into them to power; good galo-
line engines, 20 percent; good
diesel engines 40 percent.
•
The fluvous duck, named for
its reddish-yellow coloring, Is a
night feeder, and consequently
very little le knotilfn about the
habits of this bird.
Jimmy Coleman, who lives in
a St. Louis suburb and reads
the Post-Dispatch, sent me a
marked editorial from that news-
paper . . which joins the Cour-
ier-Journal i n recommending
that Gov. Earle C. Memento
appoint John Sherman Cooper to
the vacancy which will be cre-
ated when Senator Barkley
moves up to be Vice President.
Jimmy likes the idea. My guess
is it will not happen.
* * *
It seems clear the people of
the country want a more liberal
attitude on the part of their
lawmakers thee is exemplified
by the Republican philosophy of
government . . . and, while Sen-
ator Cooper voted with the
Democrats a few times, his
whole backvound and upbring-
ing are GOP, so that he could
be expected to vote with the
Republicans moat cf the time.
* *
Something like 50,000 Demo-
crats scratched their ballots to
vote for Mr. Cooper in the last
election . . . and he is a very
large figure in Kentucky's politi-
cal future; but the GOP will
have to kick out its Old Guard
leaders, put in some young and
liberal men, like John Cooper,
and get In step with modern
trends . . . before Kentucky can
be served well by a Republican
in the Senate.
Literary
Guidepost
WARN OF INDEPENDENCE
HALL, by Harold Donaldson
Eberlein and C,ortlandt Van
Dyke Hubbard (Lippincott;
$3.50)
Independence Hall. "ancientt
Philadelphia Dowager' as Rich-
ardson Wright calls the venera-
ble shrine in a prologue te her
"diary", began as a State House.
Legislators proposed a special
home for themselves and their
theoretically important activi-
ties In 1728 and, frightened by
riots, pushed a construction bill
through to be signed by Colonel
Gov. Gordon the following year.
Designed by Andrew Hamilton
and erected on a lot by him, it
was ready for an Assembly
meeting in 1736; the steeple
was completed in 1752, and the
bell, cracked and recast, was
hung in 1753.
That was the occasion for gen-
eral rejoicing, and for one of
the many banquets which en-
livened the old lady's history.
But there are sterner pages. In
1783 mutinous soldiers surround-
ed thfr State House, on the
premises where in 1775 they
had tilled, to demand back
pay. I 1798 a congressman spat
tobacco lq,a colleague's eye. In
1809 RepitiIcans battled Fed-
eralists.
The Declaration of Indepen-
denee, the Pennsylvania State
constitution and the Federal
Constitution were signed there,
where Washington took the oath
of office for his second term
and John Adams was sworn in
as second President. For the
last decade of the century It Was
the U. $. Capitol.
While the British occupied the
city, they used it as a Jill and
left it filthy; and on two oe
casioris the legislators fled their
hallowed hall, once from Red-
coats and once from yellow
fever.
It was a good idea to hand
this historic pile a pen and let
her tcll her own story; si.icks
and stones have been eloquent
before. But Independence Hall
should have learned, in 200
years, to write a little more ma-
turely, and the ogstinate use of
" 's" for 'is" and "ha,find's very boring.
•
North is placed at the
maps not for any special rbut simply because thehas been followed forof years.
•
The Greenhead
is the most plentifulknown of all Americanfowl.
•
The courtship of thiMexican duck is a grace,formance, taking place
water and in the air.
male is among the drab:.American drakes.
Reap the rewards of a VOLUNTEER!
With the new draft law now in
effect, the advantages offered to
volunteers who enlist for 3
in the Regular Army looked
brighter.
Choose duty in Japan or Korea
with a famous combat division.
Oct high overseas pay. Qualify for
oflIcErs' training ... win promo-
tion. Be a lead(
If you've a high school education
pr It's equivalent, you can pick the
technical school course you want
before enlisting and, if accepted,
be sure of attending It.
Men 18 to 34 (17 with parents'
consent) are eligible for all these
splendid advantages now open to
3-year enlistees. So why watt?
Apply now at your U 8. Army and
U.13. Air Force Recruiting Station.
COURTHOUSE PRINCETON, KY.
Saturday, November 27, you and other Fire-Cured and Dark Air-
Cured tobacco growers will have an opportunity to decide the
question of continuing marketing quotas.
As in the past, you can vote for one of three propositions: You can
vote for quotas for three years, 1949-1950-1951; you can vote forquotas for only one year, 1949; or you can vote against quotas.Any person who has a share in a Fire-Cured or Dark Air-Curedtobacco crop this year, either as owner, operator, tenant, or share-
cropper, is entitled to vote. No person, however, may vote morethan once. Any farmer who produces both Fire-Cured and DarkAir-Cured tobacco is entitled to vote in both the Fire-Cured referen-dum and in the Dark Air-Cured referendum.
This decision on whether marketing quotas and government loans
will be continued is vital to you and other Fire
-Cured and Dark Air-Cured tobacco growers. The decision of growers, as expressed atthe polls, will be final.
We urge you, therefore, to take part in making this important de-cision. Go to your polling place SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27, and
cast your vote.
Polls will be open from 7 until 5 o'clock at the
following voting places:
COURTHOUSE CRESWELL
HALL SCHOOL COBB SCHOOL
THIS AD SPONSORED BY:
Robinson Implement Co. Mitchell Implement Co.
B. N. Lusby C. A. Woodall Ins, Agency
Princeton Implement Co.
AM.
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UK' Dean Reports New
Interest In Farming
Assistit Dean L. J. Horlac-
her, of the U.K. College of Agri-
culture and Home Economics,
told a national meeting of land
grant college officials in Wash-
ington, D. C., last week that
veterans are promoting a more
active interest in farming as a
profession. Reporting on a sur-
vey of 47 educational institu-
tions in the country, the Univer-
sity dean said more students are
preparing to enter agriculture
than before the war and that 25
percent of the 1948 graduating
class are now actively engagedin the profession.
Phosphate Boosts
Strawberry Yield
Application of superphosphate
increased strawberry yields in
Jefferson county as much as 101
crates an acre, according to the
Agricultural Experiment Station
at Lexington.
Where no phosphate was used,
the yield averaged 249 crates to
the acre. Where 500 pounds were
used, the yieldi was 296 crates
an acre, and where 1,000 pounds
was added to the soil, the yield
moved up to 350 crates.
The superphosphate was ap-
plied to the top of the rows in
late winter.
should be provided. Plenty of
ventilation is essential with
openings on the south side of
the house.
This is the season of high
egg prices and every precau-
tion should be taken to keep
the flock in production.
4.11,
Prescriptions
Phone 611
1000 DRUG STORE
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
POTATOES PRESERVED—With cgulut sn'iage space filled to capacity with this year's bumper
crop of potatoes, the overflow is dumped into trenches on a Hicksville, L. I., farm to safeguard them
against frost until they can be marketed. (AP Wirephoto)
News From The PastMore Cover Crops SeededFarm Agent J. R. Davis ofI 
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
whoa made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leaderfeature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
August 24, 1926. Cashier L. G.
Cox, of the First National Bank,
is back at his post of duty after
a short vacation spent in St.
Louis and at his home here.
He was accompanied to and
from St. Louis by Mrs. Cox and
both report a big time.
August 27, 1926. John Walker
13reslford, of Memphis, is here
on a visit to his grandmother,
Mrs. Ida Brelsford, of South
Jefferson street.
August 31, 1926. Roy Rowland
has a new wrecking car in con-
nection with his repair shop at
the Spickard Motor Co., garage,
opposite Kevil's Mill. It being
the first wrecking car used in
the city and county, it has at-
tracted a great deal of atten-
tion.
August 31, 1926. Gus Deen,
young fireman on the I. C. here,
was sent to Dixon today for a
week or ten days. He was ac-
companied to the train by Itilis-
ses Sarah Dawson and Lucille
Harrington and Allen Rice, of
Marion, who is visiting Miss
Harrington.
September 3, 1926. Mrs. Stegar
Dollar and children, who have
been spending the summer at
ASTHMA
lot coughing. wheosIng. recurring at-
tache of Bronchial Asthma ruin aleep and
mem without trying IIIINDA00. which
worts them the blood to reach bronchial
ION and lungs litually helot nature Outchlf
111111have thick. sticky mucus Thu. alleviates
~Inc and aids 1,0,0 breathing and better
Ott lidENIDACO from druggist. Batts-
COAT SUIT DRESS
Clearance
All Dresses are new FALL AND WINTER STYLES and materials con-
sisting of lovely gabardines, faille, woolens . . . Sizes 9 to 15, 12 to
20, 38 to 48.
$7.95 & $8.95 Range
NOW 
$9.95 to $10.95 Range
NOW 
$5.00
$7.00
ALL COATS
AND SUITS
REDUCED 25%
Beersheba Springs, Tenn., will
return home Monday.
September 7, 1926. Miss Mar-
returned from Richard's Land-
ing, Canaaa, wnere they spent
the summer. George, who un-
derwent an operation for ap-
pendicitis while there, is re-
cuperating and will soon join his
brother, Marshall, who left this
afternoon for Nashville, to re-
enter Vanderbilt University.
September 24, 1926. Mr. and
Mrs. R. I. Rice and children re-
turned Tuesday from an ex-
garet Randolph left yesterday
morning for Bowling Green to
enter school.
September 14, 1926. County
Agent J. F. Graham and mem-
bers of the Boys Junior Club
are attending the State Fair,
which opened yesterday for a
week's session. Mr. Graham and
his bunch of boys are camping
on the State Fair Grounds,
September 17, 1926. Mrs.
Dique Eldred and children have
tended visit in Colorado and
other western points. They made
the trip going and coming in
their car, and report a pleasant
summer vacation.
September 28, 1926. Mrs. Dix-
ie Vivian was called to Okla-
homa City on account of the ill-
ness of her daughter, Mrs. L. E.
Babcock.
Closer Planting
Increases Yield
Richard Clemerrts was named
4-H club corn derby champion
of Hopkins county when he har-
vested 156.7 bushels an acre.
Young Clements profited by his
experience of a year ago when
he failed to win the contest. At
that time he resolved to remedy
the situation by planting more
corn an acre, and so he closed
up his planter wheels and in-
creased the size of the corn
plates. In addition, he almost
doubled the amount of fertilizer
used and also used 100 pounds of
nitrate an acre. Clements was
selected as the outstanding 4-H
club boy for this year from
Hopkins county.
QUAKERTROL
WINKER 3210
Iquippwl irlla /Mr
10.01111 OUAKflt•
TOO( rna Pet•Mod
wanulaclur•d
.bo'uqViieblY 
by
No other heater but the beau-
tiful QUAKER 3210 is equipped
with QUAKERTROL . • . the
marvelous device that cuts
fuel costa . . . delivers snore
heat by creating its own con-
trolled draft regardless
of chimney condition.
Yes, the QUAKER 3210 is
the kind of workfree heat you
have always wanted. Just a
turn of the dial and all the
heat you want is gently cir-
culated through every room.
No smoke, no soot. And re-
member . . . the money you
save in fuel costs can pay for
this beautiful QUAKER 3210.
Eldred Hdwe. Co.
Phone 321
Carlisle county estimates that
12,000 acres of cover crops have
been seeded this fall, an in-
crease of 50 percent over last
year. He cites the case of George
Watson of Burkley, who, in 1947,
seeded 35 acres to cover crops.
This fall Watson bought a 50-
ton car of rock phosphate and
applied it to 100 acres seeded to
winter oats, fescue and ladino
clover.
Butchering Booklet Free
Now that butchering time is
approaching, it is a good idea
to see that all the equipment
needed is at hand, including a
copy of Circular 261, "Killing,
Cutting and Curing Pork," put
out by the College of Agricul-
ture and Home Economics, Uni-
versity of Kentucky. Included
are recipes and directions for
making special meat products,
such as stusage, head cheese,
pickled pigs' feet and scrapple.
Copies of the free bulletin may
be had from offices of county
and home agents, or from the
college, Lexington.
The tomb of Harun-al-Rashid
of Arabian Nights fame is at
Meshed in Iran.
Highway Stop-Go
Signslo Be Used
Frankfort—The red flag warn-
ing motorists of repair projects
will soon' disappear from Ken-
tucky highways and in their
place road crews will use re-
versible "stop" and "go" signs.
Department of Highways Main-
tenance Director M. F. Johnson
said after December 15 all road
crews will use these wooden
signs for the control of traffic
and for the protection. of men
working on pavement mainten-
ance and repair.
Johnson said a stop sign willbe posted at each end of repair
projects and motorists, when
stopped, will be advised of thelength of the stretch under re-pair and asked to proceed with
caution.
"This system, similar to the
railroad crossing warning sys-tem, will be an improvement
over the old method of flag-ging," Johnson said. "Often
when a motorist sights a flag-
man on the highway he does notknow whether to slow down,
speed up, or continue at normal
speed. When he sees one ofthese new signs he will know to
come to a complete stop."
Clark To Edit Journal
The Journal of Southern His-tory, quarterly official publica-tion of the Southern Historical
Association, will be moved to
new headquarters at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and placed un-der the editorship of Dr. ThomasD. Clark, professor of history.
Placing of the historical journal
at U. K. was termed "a realboon to historical scholarship in
this region" by Dr. Clark.
Vittles Bowl
Berlin —AF'— Add to t h e
American football "bowl games"
the "Vittles Bowl."
The newcomer is named after
"operation vittles"—the Allied
airlift which is supplying Wes-
tern Germany over the Russian
land blockade.
It will be played in Western
Germany between service steams.
Proceeds will go to the U. S.
Army's German Youth Activi-
ties Fund to give Christmas par-
ties for German youngsters.
Your Friends are so °ken remembered only
by your heartwarming Christmas greeting. For
these especially send the finest ... a quality
Gibson card from our complete selection.
HOWARD D. HAPPY CO.
Incorporated
Hopkinsville
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
ALL-AUTOMATIC
WASHER
DAMP. DRIES
ready for ironing
S. Seminary
• me. 0,, • .101 ign
Here—in the G-E All-
Automatic — is every-
thing you've always
wanted in an automatic washer.
You set the controls—the washer
does all the work. Clothes are
washed amazingly clean ... and so
thoroughly damp-dried that many
pieces are ready for Ironing.
G-E Activator Washing!
All the clothes are washed gently,
but thoroughly, with this correctly
designed 0-E Activator. It has three
zones of washing action—gets out
all die dirt from heavy work clothes
or cTelicate lingerie.
Come in and see the 0-E All-
Automatic Washer in action. A dem-
onstration will show you that it's
"automatic washing at its finest."
•Trodamar. il•o U. S Pat. Oil.
Priced at $369.95
UK 'Professor Of Year'
One hundred and forty-nine
faculty members of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky College of Arts
and Sciences were listed as eli-
gible for selection by their col-
leagues as the 1948-49 "Distin-
guished Professor of the Year". The world's first wire auspen-
The honor is bestowed annually sion bridge spanned the Schuyl-
in recognition of outstanding ac- kill river near Philadelphia in
complishment in a chosen field. 1816.
 aum-e
The last stronghold of the In
dian lion is in the mountains of
the Kathiawar Peninsula.
The first steel made In Amer-
ica was made in Connecticut in
1728.
Phone 260
NOW
SHOWING
"Picture of the Year!"
Winner of 49 Awards!
A SHOCKING EXPOSE
...of Hate and Greed!
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WHAS To Broadcast
Kentucky Cage Games
Again this year the Reynolds
Metals Co. of Louisville has
announced the sponsorship of
besketball broadcasts of most of
Kentucky's leading schools over
Radio Station WHAS. This sea-
son the games will all be broad-
cast at game time and will In-
clude such traditional battles as
Eastern-Murray and Kentucky-
Notre Dame. Dec. 4, U of L-
Indiana State, Louisville; Dec.
11,Western-Bowling Green, Bow-
ling Green, Ky.; Dec. 18, Ken
tucky-St. John, New York; Jan.
8, Eastern
-Murray, Murray; Jan.
15, Kentucky-Tennessee, Knox-
Ville; Jan. 22, Kentucky-De Paul,
Chicago; Jan. 29, Kentuckc„Not-
re Dame, Louisville; Feb. 5, U
of L-Washington U., Louisville;
Feb. 12, Kentucky-Xavier, Lex-
ington; Feb. 19, Kentucky-Geor-
gia Tech, Lexington; Feb. 26,
Kentucky-Vanderbilt, Lexington;
Mar. 5, KIAC Finals, Louisville;
Mar. 12, SEC Semis and Finals,
Louisville; and Mar. 19, High
School Semis and Finals, Louis-
ville.
The Ross goose was named for
Bernard R. Ross, a correspondent
of the Smithsonian Institute
and a factor of the Hudson Bay
Co., who sent out the first speci-
mens from the Great Slave Lake
regions. It is the smallest of all
geese.
Names McVey Scholar
The University of Kentucky's
Frances Jewell McVey Memor-
ial Scholarship for 1948-49 has
been awarded to Beverly Jeanne
Davis, a Nicholasville junior in
the College of Arts and Sciences.
The scholarship represents in-
terest oh an investment of near-
ly $20,000, contributed by more
than 500 friends of the late wife
of University President Emeri-
tus LeRond McVey.
Britain Makes Use
Of Women's Gossip
London—,AP—TalkatIve wom-
en can be very useful in help-
ing Britons understand how to
achieve economic recovery, says
Sir Stafford Cripps, the nation's
economic minister. Addressing a
recent meeting of labor party
and trade union women, Sir
Stafford smilingly noted:
"It may sbe that men are
wrong in accusing women of
being gossips, but from the
point of view of putting across
the true story of our problems,
our efforts and our successes,
who can do it better than the
women in those casual and intl.
mate talks that she has with
friends?"
Canvasback ducks are the fav-
orite ducks of most U. S. hun-
ters. They are expert divers and
indiscriminate feeders.
No. 1. Nice two story modern home in residential
section. Shown by appointment only. $9,500.
No. 2. Two story 8 room dwelling, 207 E. Green
street, on 3 lots 175 feet deep. $7,950.
No. 3. Six room dwelling with bath on Green at
Hawthorne. Priced to sell. $5,750.
No. 4. Five rooms with bath, nice closets large
lot on paved street. $5,000.
No. 5. Four rooms concrete block-21/2
 acres on
Dawson Springs Highway, $3,500.
No. 6. New 4 rooms and utility room on Marion
road. A beauty! $3,250. Suburban.
No. 7. Three rooms on Dawson Road. This house
is a real buy for $1,900.
Also several building lots.
Whirl right into the Holiday season in this light;
hearted creation styled by Monica. Silver glitter accents
the buttons and th• big, square pocket. Dramatic colors
in fine rayon crepe. Sizes 10 to 20.
A°Berarre Brief Sires styled by Moak.: are derlisweel especially
for Ilse Miss 5'4" or wailer, all the style originality so °Ism
ion he major di. slams. is retained for rya.
Sula and Eliza
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CROWD CHEERS NEWS OF PRINCE'S BIRTH—A throng outside the gates of Buckingham Palacein London cheers the announcement that Princess Elizabeth gave birth (Nov. 14) to a prince who
may someday become King of England. The condition of Princess Elizabetn and her son was report-
ed as "satisfactory." (AP Wirephoto by radio from London)
Tarheels Seem Bent On Proving
Superiority Of Old Formation
By Ken Alyta
(AP Neweleatures)
Chapel Hill, N. C. — Coach
Carl Snavely says he is not
crusading on behalf of the ven-
erable single wing formation but
his University of North Caro-
lina football team seems bent on
asserting superiority over the
increasingly popular T.
In sweeping their first five
games the Tar Heels whipped
four teams employing the T—
Texas, Georgia, Wake Forst and
LSU.
"I don't go all out to beat a
team simply because it uses the
T", he says. "As a matter of
fact, we've had a T team of our
own here at Carolina right
along, running an offense against
us since last spring practice.
Whenever we hear of something
new in the T system we give it
a try in practice to see if it
might be fitted into our attack.
"I'll tell you this much: In the
spring the T team was given a
week to prepare its plays before
we sent a defensive unit against
it. The T club went well the
first week of work, but thereaf-
ter our defense gradually
caught up with the offense and
had it pretty well checked. We
just don't think we've yet seen
a T that would give us the re-
sults we get now.
'We've found that the single
wing style enables us to make
more yardage, keep the ball
longer and make more points
than any other offense. It is best
suited to our personnel.
"Furthermore, I believe the
single wing teams are stronger
now because, with the growth of
the T, teams are becoming less
accustomed to defending against
the single wing.
"Statistics I kept last year
show that among 50 representa-
tive teams in the country, sin-
gle wing teams averaged about
six points more a game than
-
those using other systems."
Snavely disagrees with critics
who say using a player chiefly
on offense and another to re-
place him on defense, as has
been done at North Carolina
since early last season, develops
only half a player.
"We are not interested in de-
veloping All-Americans for the
pros to play," the gray fox de-
clares.
"We are more concerned with
winning games and seeing that
the boys derive the benefits of
good competition. We'll use any
boy in his specialty if he excels
in any one phase of the game.
"Of the two units with which
we started the season about four
of the offensive men could be
standouts on defense as well.
But by using separate offensive
and defensive teams more boys
have a chance to play. No, the
defensive team doesn't mind
playing without the ball. You
know, any boy interested in
football would rather play than
sit on the bench."
.Snavely says • college football
is better today than ever.
"This is not a permanent con-
dition," he points out. "But with
so many older, experienced, ex-
servicemen in school the quality
of play in general is higher than
it ever was.
The 54-year-old native Nebras-
kan, who began his college
coaching career at Bucknell in
1927 and spaced two stays at
North Carolina with nine years
at Cornell, has a warm spot in
his memory for his unbeaten
1939 Cornell team.
But his current red-hot ag-
gregation, which he says has
the edge over that favorite Big
Red club in size and experience,
may make him revise that opin-
ion along about Jan. 1. That's
the date of the Sugar Bowl
game and it's been marked in
many a Tar Heel fan's future
book.
by imperial
CLEAN-CUT MODERNITY AND WORKADAY UTILITY
IN GENERAL OFfICIE DESKS AT A PRACTICAL PRICI
This Snit craftsmanship, sturdy construction and striking
good looks singinitinsel In "this Commerce" make has.
general affice cloaks a profitable, practical business invest-
ment.
• Inside front lags are moused for complisholy unob-
structisd freedom of movement across entire front.
• Fil•-drawer located in TOP left p•destal position of
doubl• pedestal Clerical Desks.
• Top surface hand-milked for lustr•ful satiny smooth
new
• Available In Standard 0Mcia Golden Ook, Softort• on
Oak, Walnut ond Mahogany on Walnut, IRnIshisa.
Naturally, Snavely shies from
Bowl talk. 'We just take each
game as it comes along," he
maintains.
That in itself has been a prob-
lem with at least one halfback
or blocking back on the injured
list throughout the first half of
the campaign.
Fortunately, Charlie Justice,
the 165-pound tailback, whose
running, passing and kicking
have him up among the nation's
leaders in all departments, has
escaped the jinx.
Justice has been an inspiring
performer. Snavely calls him:
"A wonderful boy. A great team
man with spirit and qualities of
leadership. Most unselfish, he is
highly appreciative of the block-
ing and defensive play that goes
into a winning team."
An avid Audent of football,
Snavely lives with the game
throughout the year. He was
one of the first to use movies
as an aid to coaching.
As one of his Southern Con-
ference rivals put it, "his real
coaching is done from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m., lining up the day's
work."
The same colleague gives fur-
ther insight into how Snavely
operates.
"We were scrimmaging North
Carolina in a practice session
one day before the season be-
gan," he said. "Our boys were
giving one of the Carolina ends
a bad time of it. Finally we heard
him ask Snavely what to do. Carl.
looked at him thoughtfully for
a moment and then said, "I'll
rate. Had I been in his spot I'd
have told the boy something,
anything, probably even the
wrong thing, but Snavely want-
ed time to think it out and per-
haps let the player work on it,
too. You know, that may be the
secret of his success. That
thoroughness and attention to
Brunettes Outnumber
Blondes And Redheads
Chicago—AP--Are there more
brunettes than blondes?
Andre Basil, hair stylist at
Chicago's Ambassador Hot e 1,
says there are. During his 25
years of designing women's coif-
fures, he figures he has cut 21,-
910,000,000 hairs. Of the 78,250
hair cuts he has given over the
world, he said the proportion of
brunettes, blondes and redheads
was 60 percent, 35 percent and
5 percent respectively.
In other words of the total
hairs cut,14,080,000,000 of them
were brunette, 8,847,000,000 were
blonde and 978,000,000 were
auburn.
The larvae of clothes moths
are active at temperatures above
70 degrees.
Los Angeles claims to have
had the first movie theater in
operation, back in 1902 when the
admission was 10 cents.
At temperatures below 70 de-
grees the larvae of clothes moths
are not active, but they do not
die.
Bowling Green, Ky.
Every Friday Noon
We have about 50 ears at each
sale. Why not come and buy
what you need or come to sell.
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little Tykes Need
Helping Hand
By David Iaiyui Markt!
(AP reiffesresturee)
"1 sometimes wish all parents
would .hang upon the wall,
where they could see it, a fram.
ad sampler bearing the legend,
"The Child Is Helpless", says
Bonaro W. Overstreet, noted
author, lecturer and adult edu-
cator.
Writing in the magazine Na-
tional Parent-Teacher, she ex-
plains that the extent to which
parents realize this fact and re-
spond to it, will largely deter-
mine the child's later capacity
to handle life.
'Parents need not, of course, be
leminded that the child can-
not provide its own food and
shelter. This is ancient paren-
tal knowledge, she says. What
we have only begun to realize,
however, is how helpless the
child is to satisfy its own emo-
tional needs; how precarious its
pLychic condition is unless the
parents provide a steady reas-
suring diet of love.
It was long believed, says
Mrs. Overstreet, that the babe
in arms, and even the toddler
and growing child, lived in a
blessed world of its own, im-
mune to the problems of grown
ups. Psychiatrists have made
short shift of this happy illusion.
On the basis of clinical exper-
ience, they are prepared to in-
sist that even the smallest in-
fant is "aware"--in however
vague and dispersed a fashion—
of any emotional tension in the
environment upon which it de-
pends for its security.
When infant Kenneth, for ex-
ample, becomes suddenly unable
to digest his food he may be ex-
periencing, at second hand, an
anxiety or irritation communi-
cated to him by his mother. Or
the cause may lie in a haunting
fear bred in him when he over-
heard a violent quarrel between
his mother and father.
Two parental attitudes must
probably share the blame for
most of the stored-up, uncon-
scious guilt feelings and distort
the lives of children, and of the
adults whom those children be-
come, says Mrs. Overstreet. The
first attitude is whimfulness.
Where moods are undependable
and rules erratic, a child can-
not work out any way of be-
havior that will reliably insure
his winning approval and affec-
tion. Never being sure what is
wanted, the child is continually
You have to
have Insurance b•for•
It loss occurs. Lot us
Check all your coverages.
Mark Cunningham
Agent
COMPLETE INSURANCE
Pima, III
Thursday, November 18.1
Thursdo , November 18,1
subjt.ct to a sense of failure and
guilt.
The second attitude, she says,
* irrational severity. When a
child cannot live up to what his
parents demand, he may suffer
such guilt feelings that his
chances of ever becoming a hap-
Tops in tailoring,
tops in fabrics, tops
in looks! Marx Made
topcoats are precision
tailored of fine fabric...
designed for men who
expect smart good
looks plus excellent
wearing qualities.
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BE SMART...BE THRIFTY
LET'S ALL....
Dar; )41kiliailh
With a smart twirl of his banton and a gleeful high step "Old St. Nick" is getting ready to lead the annual parade of Christmas shoppers. . . Right
now smart and thrifty gift buyers can steal a march on the old boy and relieve themselves of the mad rush and hectic shopping days that are such
a headache to all of us the last few days of the "Christmas rush". This year your Princeton Merchants have looked ahead and planned to make
your shopping easy and pleasant ... that is if you START YOUR GIFT BUYING NOW. While our stores have not yet taken on their festive holiday
decorations . . . you will find in each and every one a great variety of merchandise that will make suitable gifts for every name on your list from
the smallest of the "Small fry" to grand Pap' and Grand Ma. . . NOW you can shop leisurely, take your time to pick and choose, shop and compare
the offerings of the various stores, get the things you want at the prices you want to pay. You'll find a ready welcome and eager friendly sales
people to serve you and assist you in every way with your shopping problems . . . this is YOUR INVITATION to let us take the worry out of your
Christmas Shopping.
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Grand Champion Calf
Brings $4 A Pound
1).xte Pride, Tony Cocanoug-
her's Grand Champion brought
$4 a pound from the Henry
Fisher Packing Company when
auctioned at the 27th Annual
Fat Cattle Show and Sale at
Louisville. Grand Champion
weighed 955 pounds and it was
the fourth grand championship
won by Tony Cocanougher.
The Grand Champion carload
of Aberdeen-Angus steers from
Clark County 4-H Clubs aver-
aged 950 pounds a head and was
purchased by the Great A & P
Tea Company for $41.70 a hun-
dred pounds.
The Champion 4-H Shorthorn
was shown by Lois Clasgy of
Fayette county and sold to the
Lackey Honored By
State Broadcasters
Owensboro—F. Ernest Lackey,
mayor of Hopkinsville and head
of Station WHOP there, was
elected president of the Kentuc-
ky Broadcasters Association at
the closing session of the or-
ganizations fall meeting here
Tuesday. Lackey had served as
first vice president during the
last year.
Kroger Company for 46 cents a
pound. The Champion FFA Here-
ford owned by Tommy Clasgy
of Fayette county brought 43
cents a pound from the Steiden
Stores.
This was one of the largest
shows in history with a total of
2300 calves being sold by 4-H
Club and FFA members.
Established cleaning, Pressing Lot; Flocking busi-
ness; Heart of City; Drive-in service.
Owner must sell for other interest.
The Modern Insurance Policy
Provides The Following
Coverage: - - -
FIRE
WIND AND HAIL
RIOT AND CIVIL COMOTION
EXPLOSION
AIRCRAFT AND
MOTOR VEHICLE
QUAKE DAMAGE
your insurance policy provide all of these?
Inc rearek„coLma LCAL/CR, reitirvt-tiuN, KtNTUCKY
MIGHTIEST CRUISER STARTS TRIAL — The . U. S. S. Dee Moines is eased -into the Fore River
away from the shipyards, Quincy, Mass., where she was built for start of her trial run in the
upean ocean (Nov. 15). The 17,000-ton heavt cruiser, rated as the most powerful vessel of her
class in the world, is the first to mount a battery of fully-automatic eight inch guns. (AP Wire-
photo)
Great 'learn Grab Makes Pro Loop
Strongest Cage Group Ever Assembled
By Jim Becker
( A P New roe)
New York--Bolstered during
the off-season by the "great
team robbery," the Basketball
Association of. America is set to
open a campaign that may be
the making of professional bas-
ketball.
The BAA has annexed the
champion team, the runner-up
squad, and two other fives from
the rival National Basketball
League, and in this grab it also
acquired the cage sport's top
drawing card—big George Fikan
of Minneapolis. The loop, which
began its career in 1946 with 11
teams but shrank to eight last
season, thus will offer 12 teams
this campaign. The expectations
of really tight races in both east-
ern and western divisions are no
press agent dreams.
Four teams are outstanding in
the. west and three in the east
and genuine moves have been
made to strengthen the other
clubs. The western division in-
cludes Minneapolis, NEL champ
which beat Rochester three out
of four for the title, Rochester,
St. Louis, Chicago, Indianapolis
and Fort Wayne.
St. Louis and Chicago are the
only holdovers, and both were
among the league's best teams
last season. St. Louis was the
western division champion in
the BAA, and Chicago finished
in a second place tie with the
other two tearps, only a game
back. A race can't get much
tighter than that.
Minneapolis won in the west
in the NBL, Rochester in the
east. The Minnesota quintet won
43, lost 17, while Rochester won
44, lost 16 over the season. Be-
sides Mikan the Lakers offer
Jim Pollard, great Stanford star,
but it is Mikan who packs 'em
in. Big George scored 1195
points last season in 56 games—
an average of 21.3—and broke
every scoring mark in the
His battle for scoring suprem-
acy with sensational Joe Fulks
of the Philadelphia Warriors,
whp won the BAA ball-dunking
title the first season, and Chica-
go's Max Zaslofsky, who won
last campaign, should be as tight
as that western flag chase.
In the east, Baltimore, league
champion last season; Philadel-
phia, eastern titleholder (Balti-
more was in the western group
in 1947-48) and Washington are
the top clubs. Baltimore won the
championship last season, al-
though the Bullets finished in a
tie for second in the regular
tling in the post-season matches
standings, under the complicat-
nad six of the eight teams bat-
ed ,BAA playoff set-up which
for the crown. Washington ,tied
13 Ponds In County
Stocked With Fish
The Fish and Wildlife Ser-
vice, Louisville, delivered 7,000
bluegills for stocking 13 ponds
on farms of cooperators of the
Caldwell County Soil Conserva-
tion District, this week. The
large mouth black bass to com-
plete the stocking of the ponds
are to be delivered next 'spring,
is was announced by OliVer C.
Allcock, Soil Conservation Ser-
vice. One acre of pond properly
stocked, fertilized and managed
should support from 400 to 600
pounds of fish, Mr. Allcock said.
Those receiving fish were: C. E.
George, H. C. McConnell and
Son, Gray Satterfield, Claude B.
Wood, Harry Joiner, Edward
Blackburn, Everett Creasey and
Joe Cummins.
Pete Maronic, brother of the
pro Philadelphia Eagles' guard,
Duke, is one of the top prospects
on the Villanova college fresh-
man team. He is a 220-pound
tackle.
Dick Bagley, Syracuse tackle,
is the largest gridder on the
Orange Squad. He stands six
feet, five inches and weighs 255
pounds.
Ted Webster, Syracuse swim-
ming mentor, Is coaching his
16th team for the Orange.
Washington
Letter
By Jane Ends
Washington — With millions
of dollars spent each year by
American women on wearing
apparel, it would seem that all
women should be well-dressed.
But this is far from the truth,
says Phyllis Bell, local fashion
expert. Miss Bell, a handsome
red-head with big brown eyes
is owner and director of a school
for self-improvement catering
largely to government girls.
"We have been amazed to
find how many misconceptions
are harbored by those who come
to us for guidance," Miss Bell
told me. She says most ward
robes contain too many unbe-
coming, ill-matched items and
too many outfits of one type,
thus making it impossible for
the owner to be well-dressed
except on a highly limited
number of occasions.
-This is often due to the fact
that wearing apparel is assem-
bled on the spur of the moment,
according to the whim and the
immediate needs of the pur-
chaser and without plan or suf-
ficient knowledge of design to
buy intelligently," she says.
Women should have developed
a sharp-minded picture of their
definite mode of living, before
they can realize the possession
of a well-rounded wardrobe.
In her "Key to a Perfect
Wardrobe she outlines for the
government girl the fundamen-
tal principles of dress, emphas-
izing the importance of line
and drape—"What the stout wo-
man wears", "What the tall wo-
man wears"; color effects on
the skin, hair and eyes; dainti-
ness; posture, thriftiness. She
suggests a minimum wardrobe.
"A single woman with optimism
is primarily interested in date
clothes", she says, adding that
she will need five to six first-
rate outfits suitable for her so-
cial life.
he adds variety by select-
ing for office basic, tailored or
simple things that, with a change
'of accoesorries, transform her
from an efficient secretary to
a trim, provoking bit of femin-
ity." A business or professional
woman with few social activities,
she says, needs four or five be-
7 Suits . . . Large Sizes . . . Double
Twisted Worsteds. Size 39-46
8 Leather Coats.. . Broken Sizes
mow
$18.50 - - $13.95
Football Kills More
Fans Than Players
The rugged game of foot-
ball kills more spectators
than players. That's a warn-
ing of the safety specialists
of the Association of Casual-
ty and Surety Companies,
who point oot that most of
the fans get killed in auto
accidents going to or from
the games. Allow plenty of
time to get to the game and
take it easy when leaving,
the safety men urged driv-
ers inclined to hurry. Also
remember that old, but sen-
sible, warning: "If you drink
don't drive, if you drive
don't drink." •
Good Hying
(Continued From Page 1)
also increase somewhat."
Much lower prices already
have made it more profitable to
feed corn to livestock than sell
it as grain, even though hog
prices are slipping. The careful
spooning out of corn last win-
ter, following the short crop, is
no longer necessary.
In October, the agriculture de-
partment said, the average price
received by farmers for each
100 pounds of live hog was equal
to about 17.8 bushels of corn.
This compared with the long-
time October average of only
12.7 bushels.
Prices of dairy products are
much higher than average in
relation to feed prices. The de-
partment said in October dairy-
men fed their milk cows about
13 percent more grain a cow
than a yea; earlier, and about
10 percent more than in 1946.
Result: More milk a cow.
Eggs produced in September,
the department said, averaged
about 8 percent higher than last
year, "and this also may be due
partly to more liberal feeding
a bird".
"At least as many cattle will
be grain-fed this winter as last",
the department added, "and the
numbers of hogs and chickens
are expected to increase in 1949".
coming basic costumes that go
to business and, with a change
of accessories, go to tea, dinner
or the theater.
A woman who is constantly
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Best 4-H Attendance
At Award Day To Get
Prize From Chain Stores
Attendance prizes based on at-
tendance will be awarded 4-H
Clubs Saturday by the Prince-
ton Chain Store Group at the
annual 4-H Achievement Day.
Song contests and colored slides,
in addition to the free movie,
will feature parts of the event
held hi the Capitol Theater
from 10 to 12 o'clock. Any 4-H
Club may enter the song con-
test to be given by one or more
members of each club or by the
entire club. Frank Pool, vice-
president of the county organiza-
tion, will preside, while Mar-
tha Porter will lead the pledge
to the flag. All 4-H members,
teachers, parents and leaders
are invited to attend.
Thursda , November 18, 1
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of perpetual snow.
Fingerprinting was not a
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work until the late 19th Ce
B. P. 0. ELKS
REGULAR MEETING
TONIGHT
7 O'Clock - Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Seciy.
Send beautiful flowers this Thanksgiving
Chrysanthemums . . . The traditional Thanksg
ing flower make most exquisite centerpieces
is yours when you
purchase a Madame
Renauld dress.
--.4
Slim becomes your silhouette
when you don a dress de-
signed to fit and flatter you.'
Tr•asure cr•p• Is scallop•d
vortical-14mi with mrstallk dolls
Inserts. Hoed for the holidays.'
Sizes 16Vs-241/s.
Sid• drape below hipline. Bead-
ing, with color accent, forms a
swirling design to add Me re-
splendent touch to the dress.'
Holiday hues. Sizes 14Y2-244.
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Sigmon
. and Mrs. E. E. Polk, of
wa, announce the engage-
of their youngest daugh-
Hazel Jean, to Joseph K.
n son of Mr. and Mrs.
P h o site SO
1.. Sigmon of Conover, N. C.
The wedding will be December
17 in the First Baptist Church at
Bowling Green. Miss Polk at-
tended the University of Ken-
tucky and will graduate from
Western Kentucky State Collegein January. Mr. Sigmon servedin the United States Army and
saw action in the European
Theater of Operations with the
Fourth Infantry Division. The
expects to receive his degree in
higher accounting from Bowling
Green Business University in
January.
Country Club Dance
There will be a Thanksgiving
Eve Dance at the Princeton
Country Club Wednesday night,
Nov. 24, from 9 until 10 o'clock.
Billy Adair and his Murray
Knights orchestra will furnish
the music. Members may invite
both in-town and out-of-town
guests.
tre black rayon taffeta
into a simple elegant dress for winter parties.
frame fichu is draped into a diamond of shirring,
beautiful skirt dips into back fullness.
inceton, Ky. Phone 28
Bridge Party
Mrs. Hewlett Morgan was
hostess to her bridge club Thurs-
day night, Nov. 11, at hen home
an Hopkinsville street.
First prize was awarded to
Mrs. Frederick Stalling; second
and bingo, Miss Vergie Barnett.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames James Landes, T. J.
Simmons, James McCaslin,
Frederick Stallins, Stanley
Sharp, Thomas Lacey, James
Walker, Hillery Barnett, James
Shrewsbury, Billy McElroy and
Misses Mary Loftus and Vergie
Barnett.
Gillespie Circle
The Gillespie Missionary Cir-
cle of the First Baptist Churen
met at the home of Mrs. Betty
Lee Tracey Tuesday, Nov. 9,
with fifteen members answer-
ing roll call.
After the business session
Mrs. George F. Satterfield gave
the devotional from Isa: 45.
20-25. Mrs. Clifford McConnell
gave a talk on "Our Saviour
For Asia and The Islands of The
Sea."
During the social hour the
hostess and co
-hostess, Mrs. Er-bie Lane, served delicious re-
freshments to: Mesdames Paul
Owens, Kenneth Spickar d,
George Satterfield, Lowry Cald-
well, .Ted Gray, Charles McLin,
John Baldridge, Joe Weeks,
James Carr, Sam Steger, Clint
Hubbard, Clifford McConnell and
Miss Irene Beckner.
Woman's Council
The Wornan's Council of the
First Christian Church met at
the church Monday night, Nov.
15. for a study of Porto Rico.
Mrs. Charles Gaddie, vice-
president, conducted the busi-
ness session, at Which time Mrs.
Tom Collins, program chairman,
reported that the next meeting
would be a Christmas program
and in January a missionary
study on China would be given.
Mrs. A. P. Cook gave an in-
teresting discussion on the last
of the studies of the border-line
territory, Porto Rico, explaining
its discovery, government, relig-
ion and people, as the group pre-
tended a cruise to Porto Rico,
aboard a mythical yacht erected,
named Crusaders' Cruise and
concluded with a discussion of
what the council could do for
the less fortunate children in
Porto Rico this Christmas. The
group also voted to have a pot-
luck supper at the church Tues-
day, Dec. 7, at which time they
will make dolls to be sent to
Porto Rico.
Mrs. Gordon Lisanby gave a
Thanksgiving story, after which
Mrs. Berdie Moore, chairman of
the hospitality committee, con-
ducted social gams centerefi
around Thanksgiving activities.
Hot chocolate and cookies were
served to 30 members and
guests.
Fahalo Class To
Have Chili Supper
The Fahalo Class of the First
Christian Church will meet at
6:30 o'clock in the church base-
ment Friday night, Nov. 19, for
a chili supper. Mrs. Clyde Ker-
cheval, teacher, urges a 100-per-
cent attendance.
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CENTERPIECES--
Send your hostess beautiful flowers this Thanksgiving.
Chrysanthemums- the traditional Thanksgiving flower
make the most exquisite centerpieces. And, if your
wife is your hostess this Thanksgiving—surprise her
with one of our artistic arrangements that will please
her so much.
CORSAGES-- -
Don't forget the game
A. H. Templeton, Florist
DISTRICT CLOTHING CHAMP
Jacqueline Shouldees
Jacqueline Shoulders, a mem-
ber of Butler 4-H Club, is dis-
trict clothing champion. She is
modeling a yellow balloon cot-
ton evening dress which she
wore in the county and state 4-H
style revue. She won a blue rib-
bon in each contest.
Since 1945, Jacqueline has
completed 13 projects in cloth-
ing, canning, beef calf and home
improvement. She won a blue
ribbon, a red one and $5 in prize
money at the State Fair.
Jacqueline was selected cloth-
ing champion at the district
achievement meeting held re-
cently in Hopkinsville. During
the past year she made five
dresses, two formals, two play
suits, accessories and three other
garments to win this honor from
seven counties.
She received t h e Kiwanis
award as 1947's outstanding 4-H
girl.
Lottie Moon Circle
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Churc'h met at
the home of Mrs. Cecil Smith
Tuesday night, Nov. 9, with
nine members present.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. W. E. Willis and Miss Mel-
ville Young had charge of the
program, assisted by Mr s.
Claude Koltinsky and grs. Ro-
bert Jacob.
Present were Mesdames Ho-
bert Jacob, Gordon Glenn,
Claude Koltinsky, Cecil Smith,
W. E. Willis, Alvin Lisanby;
Misses Gwen Booker, Mary Wil-
son Baker and Melville Young.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs
Robert Jacob, served a delicious
plate lunch.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Robert
Jacob in December.
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. West,
Green Cove, Fla., on the birth
of a daughter, Sue Carol. Mrs.
West is the former Adelaide
Ratliff, daughter of Mrs. J. H.
Ratliff, N. Seminary street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Stroube,
Route 3, on the birth of a daugh-
ter, Sylvia Jean, November 11.
Peltional4
Mrs. Floyd Scott spent Thurs-
day in Paducah.
• • •
Mr. B. B. Boitnott, accompan-
ied by Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. Allen
and Mrs. Floyd Scott, spent vis-
iting hours Monday afternoon at
Jennie Stewart Hospital with
Mrs. Boitnott, who recently un-
derwent an operation.
• • •
Mrs. Curtis Coleman is in Mt.
Vernon, Ind., this week, where
she was called on account of the
serious illness of her father.
• • •
Miss Katharine Garrett has
returned from a visit in Chica-
go, Ill. She also visited Mr. and
Mrs. F. B. Curtenius, Kalama-
zoo, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. M.
M. Olander, Slyvania, 0.
• • •
Mrs. J. A. Stegar is visiting
her daughter? Mrs. Guy Martin
and family, in Chicago.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry
spent last weekend in Louis-
ville. Mrs. Cherry stayed until
Wednesdhy, during which time
she visited her sister.
• • •
Judge and Mrs. G. G. Harral-
son and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kol-
tinsky spent last week in Louis-
ville.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Lisanby
and Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Stal-
lins attended the Florida-Ken-
tucky football game at Lexing-
ton Saturday.
• • •
Mrs. Eugene Seaton, Paducah,
is spending this week with her
daughter, Mrs. George Eldred,
and family.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Stallins,
Tampa, Fla., will arrive Sunday
to spend 10 days with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stal-
lins, Madisonville street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Land, St.
Louis. Mo., are spending a two
weeks' vacation with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F.. French,
flopkinsville.RO:d..
MT. and Mrs. J. E. French
were visitors in Hopkinsville
Monday.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Cook, N.
Harrison street, will leave this
week-end for Weal Point, N. Y
where they will visit their son
and his family.
• .8 .•
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. liumphrie,;
and daughters, Ann and Rebecca,
spent the • week-end in Benton,
1111., as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. G. O'Hara.
Serve a fall fruit cup of seed-
ed grapes mixed with diced
pineapple and banana; squeeze
lemon or orange juice over the
fruit for extra flavor and gar-
nish with a sprig of mint. This
fruit cup may be used as an ap-
petizer or for dessert.
Bufflehead ducks are small,
like teal, arid are known as "but-
terballs" because they are so fat.
Most ceramic floor tiles are un-
glazed and are fired at a tem-
perature of more than 2,200 de-
grees Fahrenheit so that they
will withstand hard abrasive
wear.
Nutritious Salads
For Fall Meals
By eerily Browfatone 1"111
(AP Foos Editor)
No one was more surprised
than I to see on a recent sur-
vey made among homemakers.
that more recipes for salads
would be welcomed. I always
have believed that salads were
concocted on the spur of the
moment out of what was in the
refrigerator without definite
recipes. .
Now rm wondering whether
this great interest in salad reci-
pes isn't occasioned by the fact
that mothers of families have
been learning—through food col-
umns that good nutrition de-
mands they feed their families
several kinds of fruits and vege-
tables every day . . . preferably
some of them raw. In an at-
tempt to get husbands and
youngsters to eat and like sal-
ads they've probably found
they could stand a little help.
A friend of mine—a man who
meets the food columns—asked
me once whether nutritionists
and home economists and food
editors had solemnly pledged
themselves to mention a 'tossed
green salad" every time they
wrote a piece! I hastened to as-
sure him that I liked salad
green—and missed them when I
didn't have them—but there was
no reason why they should ap-
pear alone. Moreover, salads—
whatever their kind—do not al-
ways have to accompany the
main dish.
A salad can come at the be-
ginning of the meal, California
appetizer style. Avocado combi-
nations, for instance, are always
delicious starters. One of these
starter salads I particularly like
is made of avocado, orange and
watercress with French dressing.
Coldslaw makes a good appe-
tizer, too, when it's coupled
with celery and carrot sticks,
black or green olives, fennel, or
what you will.
One of the reasons why I
think people who come to my
house always like the salads is
that I serve them with some
fanfare. There are various ways
you can do this. Mixing the
dressing right there in front
of everyone W.th the help of in-
teresting bottles of herbs or to
'use attractive salad bowls and
servers.
Here is a Frozen Fruit Salad.
beloved by equally ladies of
bridge-luncheon a nd current
events.. groups,,_ Ansi)yhen
come-s' T; a family or company
dinner It doubles delightfully
for dessert. Don't let anyone
(gourmet or otherwise) tell you
it's a woman's tearoom food --
Iv" seen men lap it up.
Frozen Cream Cheese and '
Fruit Salad
Ingredients: 1 three-ounce pack-
age cream cheese, 3 tablespoons
manyonnaise, 1 cup canned
sweet cherries, % cup maraschi-
no cherries, I cup orange mem-
brane-free orange sections, 1
cup sliced walnuts, 1 cup crush-
ed pineapple (drained), 1 cup
whipping cream. Method: Allow
cream cheese to stand at room
temperature to soften; cream
with mayonnaise. Cut sweet
cherries in halves. Cut orange
fc_zon) Seven
sections in third s. Combine
cream cheese mixture with cher-
ries, orange, sliced walnuts and,
pineapple. Whip cream and fold
into fruit mixture. Pour Into 12
custard- *um- 5-ounce size. Set
cups in freezing compartment of
refrigerator for about 3 houris or
until frozen. When salad is fro-
zen remove from refrigerator
and unmold by. slipping a small
knife around salad Serve on
salad greens.
In making percolated coffee
allow the coffee to percolate,
after the water begins to be am-
ber in color, for only 5 to 10
minutes. If percolated too long
the coffee is likely to be bitter.
ored various ways; a dash of
celery salt and a little Worcas-
te rsh ir e sauce adds tang, and
so does finely grated onion. A
few toasted almonds sprinkled
over the top makes the dish
crunchy and delicious.
CANDY
FOR THANKSGIVING
xasvivriajr
er,
As a token of friend-
ship, buy a box of
SCHRAFFT'S
Or
BELLE-CAMP
CANDY
These candies are made of the finest quality in-
gredients and careful skill used in creating their
distinctive flavors have long made them the one
gift to express your sweetest thoughts.
Corner Drug Store
Phone 1
(410
Slight Irregulars of $1.69
Hose
'1" 
Pair
Finkel's Fair Store
Princeton, Ky.
Inclosed find check or money
pair NYLON hose and sizes as
Size I
order
marked:
VA 9
for $3.75
91/2 10
for three
181/2 11
Autumdusk
Smokecloud
Black Knight
Cloudmist
Brown Velvet
-
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Name
.
Address ..
(Postage Paid on Mail Orders)
FULL FASHIONED
NYLON
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Frank Linton, Princeton stu-
dent at the University of Ken-
, Wolfe.- ,College of Agriculture,
will go lb Chicago the last week
in November as a member of a
livestock judging team who will
judge stock at the International
Livestock Exposition.
Twenty-one Kentucky farm
boys and girls who did outstand-
ing 4-11 work this year also will
receive trips to the National
4-H Club Congress and Live-
stock Exposition.
Included in the groups will
be Woodford county's fat stock
judging team, members of which
are Charles and Kenneth Reed
and Bill Curry.
Other club members and the
purojects in which they excelled
are Julia Maureen Ross, Harri-
son county, foods; Elsie Clausen,
Oldham, room improvement;
Martha Routt, Qldhatn, cloth-
ing; Eloise Lorch, Jefferson,
housekeeping; Doris Ruth Felt-
ner, Laurel canning; Elizabeth
Ann Marshall, Madison, dress
revue, and Elsie Marie Isaacs,
girls record.
Charles Schadler, Jr., Camp-
bell, garden; Doris Lee Smith,
Jefferson, swine; Paul Rankin,
Boyle, beef; Wallace Montague,
Owen, dairy; William Adams,
Gallatin, farm tabor; Tommy
'hill ips, Simpson, sheep; Joe
Willett, McCracken, corn; Ivan
(A) Make yours a gift for the
whole family this Xmas! Give
a combination radio and phono-
graph with automatic record
changer Plays ten I2-in. rec-
ords or twelve 10-in. records.
Glowing hand-rubbed mahog-
any veneer cabinet . dignity
• and charm in every line Buy
years of futu re pleas. 4[8995
ure for an amazing!'
low price! .
(B) Play Santa Claus with •
personal portable! The perfect
Christmas gift for all ages or
interests. Small, compact size
$3095 with batter- t2850
ies. Without batter.
lea . . ..... .
(C) Ivory color plastic midget
table radio! It's the perfect
"extra" radio. Move it around
ti the house with you, or get one
for each member of 1395
thr family!
A value at. ...
Other models from $9.95 to $450
SPECIAL RECORD OFFERS FOR XMAS!
Bing Crosby Album Xmas Carols.... . $3.89
8 Favorite Xmas songs. I record.... . 1.29
Hansel and Gretel Album; a fairy opera for
children 3 records. 4.95
OK.es!w vie
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College Radio Schedule
"Meat Canning" is the sub-
ject to be discussed Nov. 22, at
12:45 p.m., over radio station
WHAS by Mrs. Pearl Haak,
canning authority at the College
af Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics, University of Kentucky.
Succeeding radio programs at
that hour will be: Nov. 23, Gra-
dy Sellards, "The Home Pork
Supply;" Nov. 24, Robert H.
Ford, "Farm Newscast", and
Nov. 26, "Questions from Farm
People." On Nov. 27 at 11:45 a.
m., Miss Vivian Curnutt will
disuess 'Planning Room Color
Schemes."
In early times, whales stran-
ded on shore in England and
Scotland were the property of
the crown.
Friction matches were first
made in England in 1827.
G. Emerson, Russell, poultry;
Rollin Shuffet, Green, meat ani-
mal; Juanita Teegarden, Brack-
en, farm safety, and George
Kirk, Martin, leadership.
Other members of the UK stu-
dent team are Carl Hamilton,
Falmouth; Beryl McClain, Cor-
inth; James Wells, Arlington,
and Robert . Hicks and Roy
Camic, Lexington.
BACKACHE
Tor quite watfortlas help for Saeluedin,
RheumaUe Pains, Getting Up Nights, strong
oloody urine, !imitating neaten., Leg Paine.
circles under eyes, and swollen ankles, due
to non-organic and non-systemic Kidney and
Bladder troubles, try Cyetes. Quirk. romPlett
satisfaction or money back guaranteed AM
your druggist for Cystic today.
STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
possibly in your home. A FREE
rEFtMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information
on the extent of termite dam-
age in your property. Don't de-
lay, can today!
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 517-I
Flying ants may be termites—
Aothori.rd Representative of
Ohio Valley Terminie Coop,.
E 19
As Atherorttsod In "The Pear"
BRUCE
TERMINIX
wOlilDSLAt6ESI IN IERMISE. NIROl
Kidneys Must.
Work Well-
For You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, 7 day. every
week. never stopping, the kidney. filter
waste matter from the blood.
If mons people were aware of how the
kidney. must constantly remove sur-
plus fluid, ester acid, and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blood
without injury to health. there would
be better understanding of why the
whole system is nowt when kidneys fail
to function properly.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urina-
tion sometimes warns that something
is wrong. You may suffer nagging bark-
ache, headaches, dimInem, rheumatie
pains. getting up at nights, .welling.
Why not try Dean' PsUs7 You setil
be wing • medicine recommended the
country over. Doom's stimulate the (emo-
tion of the kidneys and help them to
Soak out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Does's today. Uae with maddecte.
At all dreg atoms
DOAN'S Pills
ARE YOU MISSING SOMETHING?
No matter what you've been offered for your present
car, your nearest Kaiser
-Frazer dealer would like
to tell you what he thinks it's worth. /t could be
much more than you think.
And while you're about it, see and drive the 1949
KAISER or FRAZER. Power to spare, with many a
long mile between gallons. Room for yourself and
your five best friends. Style and luxury that make
the KAISER and FRAZER the most copied cars in
America. A ride that smooths the bumps and huge
the road at any speed.
Before you decide on any new car, fill out the
coupon below and find out easily—and without obli-
gation—what your present car will bring. Then drive
a 1949 KAISER or FRAZER and find out for your-
self what our 300,000 proud owners already know.
The keys are waiting for you.
Maybe you've been missing something!'"
Princeton Motor Sales
Dawson Road
co' 11
Howe
Street
Clef -
TWA. OSLIOKTION, Of 
COUIRSI
EW AMERICAN ARROCIA-
ION PRESIDENT—Bruce Dud-
ey, president of Louisville Base-
all Club and former sports editor
f Louisville Courier-Journal,
was named president of the
• merican Association at Cincin-
ati, 0. He succeeds Frank Lane,
who has been named general
anager of the Chicago White
ox. (AP Wirephoto)
Remodeled Kitchen
Cuts Work Load
Since Mrs. Leonard Alexander
of Nicholas county had her
kitchen remodeled and rear-
ranged, she has saved herself
an annual trek of 20 miles in
getting breakfasts, to say nothing
about the other meals. Former-
ly it required around 390 steps
to get a breakfast; now, with
better placing of equipment, it
takes only 170 steps.
Following the suggestions of
Miss Ida Hagman, home man-
agement specialist from the Col-
lee of Agriculture and Horn:
Economics, University of Ken-
tucky, Mrs. Alexander has com-
plete Centers for doing the us-
ual kitchen duties. There is one
for mixing or preparing food,
one for cooking it, and a third
for washing dishes. In each in-
stance, the utensils and equip-
ment are at hand for easy ac-
cess and to save steps.
It was througn family coop-
eration that th pretty and con-
iteni et kitchen wiz niade pus•
sible, stated Mrs. Alexander.
Her husband built cabinets and
made other needed changes,
%voile two high school daughters
coilered counter tops and lined
drawers with linoleum.
Room changes included the
cutting of two windows and an
outside doorway to permit bet-
ter arrangement of equipment.
Then an apartment size electric
stove was bought to supplement
a coal and wood rang,i, and an
electric pump to supply running
water. Both hot- and cold water
were made available also to wash
house, brooder and hen house.
A thrifty idea was to use an
old kitchen cabinet and safe,
the top halves being removed
and hung on the wall. The lower
halves were then placed on
either side of the sink. Another
cabinet which this homemaker
finds especially handy was built
by her husband. It is used as a
storage place for wood and kin-
dling.
Tiling Helps
Increase Yields
A 25-acre field on the farm of
Dr. George Payne in Rockcas-
tle county shows the result of
tiling and treatment with lime
and phosphate. Where he once
got 25 bushels of poor corn to
the acre, he this year harvested
from 65 to 70 bushels, said Farm
Agent Robert F. Spence. His
hay crop, too, showed improve-
ment, increasing from 1,500
pounds to the acre to 4,000
pounds. Dr. Payne straightened
a creek on his farm and put in
diversion ditches where needed.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
A total of 4,155 veterans in
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky
are amputees as a result of ser-
vice in World Wars I and II,
t h e Veterans Administration
Branch Office in Columbus, 0.,
reported today.
Voight W. Baker, chief of
VA's Prosthetic Service in the
three states, said the total in-
cluded leg and arm amputees
and those with partial amputa-
tions of the feet or hands.
There is none of the so-called
"basket" cases—loss of both legs
and both arms--in the three
states, Baker said.
The number of amputees in-
cludes: Ohio, 1,722; Michigan,
1,453; Kentucky, 980. VA is pay-
ing disability compensation to
all of these veterans, Bakei;
said. In many cases the VA has
assisted in the rehabilitation of
the amputee veteran.
Five veterans in the three
states suffered loss of both legs
and one hand, 59 lost both legs
or feet, eight lost both hands and
six lost one hand and one foot,
• • •
Issuance of insurance policies
to replace temporary certificates
on most forms of National Ser-
vice Life Insurance will begin
in the near future by the Vet-
erans Administration Central
Office in Washington.
No action on the part of the
veteran will be necessary to ob-
tain the new policies, which will
contain provisions of the NSLI
contracts as outlined in the
NSLI law.
Policies will be issued on re-
newed term contracts and for
those converted to any of the
six permanent forms. Certifi-
cates that have been issued on
the original term insurance will
remain in effect until renewed
or converted. VA insurance of-
ficals estimate that it will re-
quire several months to com-
plete the job.
Rabbits Beat Sheep
Eating 'Store' Feed
More commercial feed is sold
in Kentucky for rabbits than is
sold for sheep, according to the
Feed Control Department of the
Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, University of Kentucky.
Compared to 1,450 tons of sheep
feed sold last year, rabbit feed
totaled 4,215 tons, and dog feed,
10,505 tons. Five hundred tons of
commercial feeds were bought
for goats.
Estimated on the number of
tax tags, a total of 582,375 tons
of commercial feeds were sold
in Kentucky the last year. Of
this tonnage, 149,025 tons were
dairy feed; 37,570 tons, hog feed;
25,630 tons, horse and mule feed;
134,085 tons, poultry feed; 3,995
tons, mineral feed, and 153,880
tons, straight by-product feed.
Commercial feed sales have
increased from 353,138 tons in
year, which was 65,286 tons less
than in 1946.
Eskimos use boats made of
skins stretched over a wooden
frame. In times of famine they
remove the untanned skins, boil
them and eat them.
The term "fifth column" was
first used in the Spanish Civil
War of the 1930s.
QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms if Distress Arising trews
STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
PenellemekTeneotHoestarnalmeenttbst
Went II•Ist farit WIN Coat Yes Notbing
Over Wyse tatillos bott/sa of the Atu.eas
Tunrwinurr knee beau sold for relief of
.ympSoeaeofdkh'.. arising from Saaweallt
and drnnd More doe to Sasses Acid—
/New 11111ipe1kets, Saw or Ups* Iliteensels,
Gmelinees, Heartlwars Sleositeeetatmea,
dun to to.... Ask/. Sold on la days' trial!
Ask for .111111artre lidaseswe• which fully
Santalse ills treattatant--Wen at
Williameon Drug
Dawson's Drug Store
INDIANA TAVERN
"Where Food Is Really Tasty"
Italian and American Foods
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
-:- Chicken In the Basket -:- Sizzling Steaks
-:- Italian Spaghetti
85 MI. South of Evansville — 25 Mi. North of Nashville
WE CATER TO PARTIES
FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE 24-J, CROFT0k.N, KY.
Get Your Party Early
And Call For Reservation
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Prof
0, Boosts Corn Output
An increase from 35 to 71
bushels of corn to the acre is
the record made by C. L. Wal-
ker of Benton, the first farmer
in Marshall county. to enter the
• corn derby contest. The increase
would have been even greater
had there been sufficient, rain-
fall, said Farm Agent J. Homer
Miller. Mr. Walker seeded a
cover crop last fall, then ferti-
lized with 1,000 pounds of 3-8-8
and 10 loads of manure. The
corn was side-dressed with 100
pounds of ammonium nitrate.
SERVE
OUR DELICIOUS
EGG NOG ICE CREAM
WITH YOUR
THANKSGIVING DINNER
PRINCETON CREAMERY
Phone 161
IT'S A CAR FOR
ATM drive a real champion when you
wheel along in this low-swung, flight.
streamed new Studebaker.
It's a champion in looks! It's a cham-
pion in performance! It's a champion,
too, in its amazing operating economy!
Phone 127-.1
w I Ca S 0
Women's Wear
One of the lowest priced postwar Stuck-
bakers, this dreamlined new Champion
provides a full measure of the extra vision,
the exult roominess, the extra distinction
that make all the new Studebakers Amer.
ice's stand-out new cars.
Hoplansville Road
Look at 
this G.E. 
Washer-ironer 
combination
that 
you * 
worksaving electri
gives 
c 
laundry at
is really low!
'rhe General 
Electric Washer 
coaxes out 
dir
a price that 
t
ever-so
-gently ... 
gets clothes 
really cites. 
And
the 
Portable Rotary 
Ironer lets you 
sit elowe 
to
iron, while you 
turn out the 
neatest 
ironing
of your 
life, oo 
sheets, shirts, 
etc.
This 
laborsaving pair can 
he 
yours for 
little
more than 
you'd expect 
to pay for 
the 
washer
alooe. Order 
your 
combination now 1
0111111111tAl MUICTIK WASHIllt rapadty •
Activamic• washing acdon • adjusesbla wringer
• Fermin:Is-Ave mechanism • Removable balloon
tolls • Pull-length skirt • Quick
-emptying Inimp
• Onalver waitron warranty
°Usk
-mark Nee. U. S. Pet 011.
1114 POITIBUI ROTARY 1111011111— I10 MAUI
inches of ironing ell.e purism • h•loch roll
• Open end for easy ironing • Loft. or dohs.
hand control • Thermostat so control temper*.
turn s • Permanently lubricated mechanism
• Only vi pound. • One-yeas written warrens?
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Cook's QuizCecily Brownstone
„Awl Press Food INItor)
e to plan Thanksgiving
.. 
now! Time, too, to check
lie most up-to-date prac-
. roasting a turkey if
,A your bird to be per-
.:.tos a brief Turkey Quiz
up on before The Day.
touch dressing 'should
.w?--One cup of dressing
pound of turkey is a
,:de. The rule is to pack
ing ,in lightly to allow
mision in cooking. This
. achieve a fluffy,
:lag result.
:art you put two kinds
in one turkey?—ft
obeys of your family
!long individual prefer-
' r wet or dry, sweet or
..1-sweet dressing, you
everybody happy by
one kind of stuffing
body, another for the
is trussing recommen-
1',cause binding the legs
us to the body improves
the turkey's appearance, helps
the bird to roast evenly, and
makes carving easier. First step
in trussing is to lift the wing-.
up and out, forcing the tipsback until they rest flat againstthe neck akin. Second is to tiethe legs together and then pull
toward the tail until the leg
ends are right above it; now tie
the legs close against the tall.
After one hour of roasting theleg trussing should be cut, re-leasing the leg ends from the
tail.
How do you use skewers?—To
fasten the neck—after it has
been filled with dressing—to the
back. Also to close the abdom-
inal opening so the dressing
won't fall out by lacing it to-
gether with light cord and a few
small skewers.
What are the advantages of a
roasting rack?—Either a flat or
a v
-shaped rack raises the bird
so that heat can circulate freely
around and coqk and brown it
evenly. Roast the bird breast-
down, except for the last quar-
SURPLUS
PORTABLE MICROSCOPES
We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable micro-
.. opes for sale. These are all new, in original cartons and
re offered at a fraction of original cost.
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with
three different powers. Will accept auxiliary eye-piece
or higher powers desired. Fully adjustable on tiltback
e. Optical system: pitch-polished lenses.
These portable microscopes are offered subject to
,rio; gales on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes
hipping and packing charges. Check or money order
tumid be sent with your order or $2.50 deposit the mie-
cope to be sent C.O.D. for balance. Any check received
(ter quantity has been sold will be returned promptly.
GIBSON PAGE CO. Inc.
BOX 1130, ROCHESTER, 2, N. Y.
Dealers in Surplus Commodities
*
Missions Worker
,
Rev. H. J. Milchalchnk
A Russian who will be fea-
tured in the coming Baptist
School of Missions program,
to be conducted in Caldwell
and Lyon counties. He is
working with the Slavic peo-
ple of Illinois.
tor of cooking, when the breast
may be turned uppermost to in-
sure total browning.
And how about the cranber-
ries to go along with the turkey?
Here are some tips for their
Thanksgiving preparation that
ought to make them taste better
than ever.
What kind of cranberries give
the best eating?—In buying,
choose berries that look fresh,
firm, and shiny. If they're shriv-
eled, dull-looking or soft, you
may be sure they'll be of infer-
ior flavor. Government experts
say that the smaller, darker ber-
Wm. M. YOUNG
Allisthahnert
. Dealer
Fredonia, Ky
• I
IT'S EASY TO USE THE
trestone
LAY
-AWAY PLAN
LOOKS AND BEHAVES
LIKE
A REAL BABY
DRINK AND WET
RUBBER DOLL
89c
Looks and behaves like areal baby. She drinks fromher bottlo---then wets. 11inches tall.
-A*04#34's
WOOD
BURNING SET
1.98
Educational and feminist-
ing. Both boys and (trig
love it.
BUY TODAY
DUNN & OLIVER
S. W. DUNN
Firestone Products
N. R. Court Square
R. M. OLIVER
D-X Motor Oils, Fuel
Phone 838
We Have Everything For The Amateur Or
Professional. Now Is The Time To
Get What You Have Always
Wanted.
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Fredonia News
Miss Dorothy Brasher, Gil
bertsville, spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil 13rasher.
Miss Maggie Coleman, Padu-
cah, was the weekend guest of
her sister, Mrs. Leslie Bright
and Mr. Bright.
Mr. Norman Lee Fought re-
turned to Bowling Green Suh-
day, where he will resume his
studies at Western State Tea-
chers College. He w as called
home to be with his father,
Adrian Faught, who was in-jured in an automobile accident.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Harwood
and children, Lelilani and Char-
les, of Breckinridge homes, were
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bright
and Miss Maggie Coleman were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. McGill in
Sturgis Sunday.
Mr. Adrain Faught has return-
ed home from Princeton Hospital
and his condition is reported to
be improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Evansville, spent the weekend
with her sister, Mrs. Veldin Yan-
dell, and Mr. Yandell.
Mrs. John Butts left Saturday
morning for Memphis, Tenn.,
where she will visit her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Glenn Whitt, and fam-
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Rush-
ing, Evansville, and Mr. and
Mrs. Coy Moore were dinner
guests of Mrs. Lee Burklow Sun-
day.
Mrs. J. J. Rodgers and sons,
Keith, Donald and Larry, spent
Sunday with her parents, Mi..
and Mrs. H. H. Sullenger, near
Tolu.
Mrs. Wilford Baker and Mrs.
Carrie Ordway were in Evans-
ville shopping Tuesday.
Mr. And M r s. Allen Fuller,
Bowling Green, were weekend
guests of his mother, Mrs. Am-
bie Fuller.
Master Bobby Williams spent
t he weekend in Princeton as
guest of his grandparents.
Mrs. Annie Dean McElroy vis-
ited Mr. and Mrs. Dick Cruce
near Crayne Sunday afternoon.
"Uncle Dick's" condition is im-
proving, it is reported.
Rev. and Mrs. Harlan Thomas
and son are spending a few days
in Rome, Ga., where the son is
receiving treatments.
Mrs. Ray Lowery, Detroit,
Mich., and Messrs. Clay and
Glenn Reed, Duquoin, Ill., vis-
ited friends for a short time
here last week. They had been
called to Marion by the tragic
death of their sister, Mrs. Hugh
Driver.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs ob-
served their golden wedding an-
niversary Tuesday, Nov. 9. A
beautiful bouquet of yellow
chrysanthemums were sent from
Oklahoma. Other children are
Mrs. E. C. Harwood, Morgan-
field, Frank Grubbs, Kuttawa,
and Mrs. L. W. Baldwin, Bow-
ling Green.
In honor of the 25th anniver-
sary of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Litchfield, f riends surprised
them with a pot luck supper and
entertainment at their home
Saturday night.
ries may be somewhat sweeter
than the rather large, bright red
berries. For whole cranberry
sauce the largest, brightest ber-
ries make the best appearance.
What else besides turkey goes
well with cranberries?—If roast
chicken, duck or pork are on
your Thanksgiving menu you'll
find the sweet-tart flavor of
cranberries just right with them.
How long should cranberries
be cooked for sauce or jelly? —
Modern methods emphasize short
rapid cooking as the best way
to preserve flavor and color.
How about raw cranberry rel-
ishes?—Raw cranberry relishes
are a comparatively new de-
velopment in cranberry cookery
—and one that's here to stay.
They are likely to be so popular
once you try them on your fam-
ily and friends that they'll want
you to include them every year.
The base of all these raw rel-
ishes is .the raw cranberry, put
through the food chopper, usual-
ly using the medium knife.
TO THRILL ANY CHILD
(and yourself)
Give View-Master
STERO-STORIES
THREE
Illustrated with 
 
full-color 
 
ictures 
"N S
Wood's Drug Store
Phone No. 7
reavetr'l
Hopkinsville
Mr. Owen "Slice Querter-
mous, faithful Louisville Cour-
ier-Journal carrier. for 10 years,
was guest of the Courier4ournal
November 12 and 13, in Louis-
ville, where carriers of Western
Kentucky were highly entertain-
ed. Some of the outstanding fea-
tures of the trip was a tour of
the new Courier-Journal and
Times building, tour through
the Ford Motor Co. building, a
skating party at .the 4th Ave.
Roller Rink, "Holiday On Ice"
show ai the Armory. He return-
ed home Sunday after an enjoy-
able and instructive trip.
The Westminster Fellowship
of the First Presbyterian church
met with the Frances Young
People's Group Thursday night..
Attending were: Jane Belt, Bet-
ty York, Joan York, Marcella ,
Holloman, Mary Louise Cana-
da, Thelma Canada, James York,
George Brooks, Joe Conway,
Barber .Holloman and adult ad-
visor, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mrs. Reed Brown and daugh-
ter, Miss Doris Brown, *spent
the weekend with Mrs. Brown's
mother, Mrs. Sarah Cruce, in
Crayne.
Circle No. 2 of the Baptist
Missionary Society met at the
home of Mrs. M. F. Rice Thurs-
day afternoon, with all mem-
bers present. Three new mem-
bers were caroled. The Christ-
mas annual all-day meeting will
he held with Mrs. Walton Wood-
all in December.
Friendship News
By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
A preview of winter appeared
here last Tuesday night when
this section of the county was
visited early in the night by a
light snow flurry.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil McIntosh
and children visited relatives in
Cambria, Ill., last weekend.
Several neighbors from here
attended the funeral and inter-
ment of Mr. Hewlett Ladd at
Otter Pond last Wednesday.
Miss Mary Lou White was af-
ternoon guest of Mrs. W. M
Cartwright last Monday.
Isaac McCormick and Howard
DeBie were in Hopkins county
last Friday after a load of coal.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McCormick
and Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCor-
mick and children visited rela-
tives near Fredonia last Sunday.
Mrs. Viola Howell, West Liber-
ty, 0.. is visiting her brother,
Uncle John McElroy, and wife.
Mrs. J. D. Orton of Cerulean
recently visited her son, Denzil
Orion, and family.
The little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Pearson White who has
been sick for some time is re-
ported very much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Dilling-
ham, Princeton, were visiting
relatives here Thursday after-
noon.
How To Relieve
Bronchitis
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
It goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes. Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
with the understanding you must like
the way it quickly allays the cough
or you are to have your money back.
CREOMULSION
for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis
RABID
Repair
All Makes
Service Guaranteed
PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary St
Phone 280
Insurance
You can't get it by wire
After your home's on tire.
Get It Here
Where the Golden Rule
Applies.
C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency
Phone 64
— 117 W Main At —
Primates, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Orton and
son, Donnie, were visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Teear in Daw-
son Springs last Sunday.
Mrs. W. H. Pool, son, Frank,
and daughter, Martha Sue, were
guests of Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
Sunday afternoon.
Thomas Robinson,' a former
Caldwell county citizen, now of
Maryland, has been here on a
visit to his brother, Lucion,
Hugh Robinson, and his sister,
•-- 
-
Mx & J. M. Cook. been under
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitchell an infected
visited Mrs. Harvey Keller, who improved.
is a patient at Jennie Stewart
Hospital in Hopkinsville, Sun-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Ragon Cummins
and son were recent visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Loell Haile.
Dr. Blazier of Princeton made
a professional call here last
Monday.
Miss Mary Lou White, who has
Clipperi‘, Auk,
tUND DISTANLE MOVINi
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN
Phone en Princeton, Ky.
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Smart, Colorful
Are a Terrific Gift Idea, too!
*IDEAL GIFT AT ONLY
Gay, swinging cottons for holiday
prettiness—Penney-priced to
keep your budget right in line!
,80 sq. percales, poplins, broad.
cloths—all in bright new checked,
striped, floral or polka dot prints!
Long zipper, dirndl, and button
styles for a cheerful Christmas-at-
home! In bright colors—all easy to
tub. Sizes 14 to 44.
GIVE
TOWNCRAFT
TIES
98c&1.49
All top quality. Penney's
has stacks and stacks of
them.
GIVE THE MEN
TOWNCRAFT
PAJAMAS He Always eeds
Good White Shirts2.98 to 4.98
MEN'S LEATHER
DRESS
GLOVES
1.98 to 2.98
No man has enough white shirts. He always ap-
preciates more, especially Towncrafts! They're
smooth, close-woven broadcloths, Sanforized,
of course! Neat-all-day Nu-craft collars. And,
a big breok for you these fine quality, shirts
cost no more than ordinary shirts. Sizes 14-17.
at •••••••••, •
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What It Means:
By Robert E. Geiger
Washington—Radio and tele-
vision are about to give educa-
tion a terrific shot in the arm.
Educators say this shot will be
given at the spot where it will
do the most good—where it will
help to teach the world's citi-
zens how to get along with each
other with less trouble. At the
U. S. Office of Education here
is the way educators are begin-
ning to see things to come:
1. Television will become the
electronic blackboard of the fu-
ture—even in the little red
schoolhouse. The great events of
the day will be brought to the
classroom. A class of medical
students may witness a delicate
surgical operation performed
miles away. A whole school may
see the President address Con-
gress.
2. There are great opportuni-
ties for presenting educational
courses in the home. Such clas-
ses not only would supplement
classroom work but would also
offer classes in adult education
and specialized courses for the
person who has completed his
schooling but wants to keep up
with developments in his profes-
sion.
Educators emphasize the pos-
sibilities of smoothing human re-
lationships, and relationships be-
tween nations, because programs
m a y increase understanding.
This is possible because they can
reach many more people than
classrooms can, and can reach
them throughout their lives,
keeping them abreast of events
and issues.
There are two ways that radio
and television instruction may
be popularized. One is for the
commercial stations to present
educational programs. The other
is for schools and colleges to
operate their own stations. Al-
ready dozens of programs suit-
able for classroom and home
work are offered by commercial
radio broadcasters. And hun-
dreds of schools use these pro-
grams.
In addition the Federal Com-
munications Commission has just
relaxed its rules for operation of
FM radio stations by schools and
colleges. Office of Education of
ficials say the important fact
about this relaxation of rules is
that it means more schools can
afford their own FM radio sta-
tions.
One official estimates it is pos-
sible for a school to obtain a
sending station for as little as
$2,500 for the transmitting equip-
ment and $2,500 for a studio.
Facsimile also is carried on the
FM channel. Facsimile will re-
produce charts, a page of read-
ing material, maps, photographs,
musical scores and many other
types of educational information
in the home.
Twenty FM channels have been
set aside by the FCC for
u s e of non-commercial educa-
tional stations. This means that
as many as 10 educational sta-
tions can operate in every area,
including large cities. Officials
of the Office of Education say
Station WIIAS in Louisvile, Ky.,
Louisville is at its beet these crisp Fall days. Splendid
concert and theater attractions . . Unusual exhibi-
tions . . . Delightful shopping opportunities for your
far, far "better half"!
Week-ends are definitely the times, now, to come to
Louisville anclthe Brown- Fewer crowds, more fun!
Come soon, won't you? You'll have a wonderful time/
Fire Splendid Restaurants Iseittdiug the Faxon
BLUEGRASS ROOM—Louisville's Mood -Bright Spot"!
Louisville's Largest and Finest
Floe nows Air-Conditioned All the Year Itsendl
PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
HERO REMEMIIERED—Three Jane Flynn of Washington
places flowers on the grave of Gen...., the Armies John J. Persh-
ing in Arlington National Cemetary (Nov. 11) Her father, J. Mar-
shall Flynn, fought under Pershing in the first world war. (AP
Wirephoto)
is making radio history by co-
operating with the University
of Louisville in broadcasting the
first college course for credit
ever offered IN a standard
broadcast station..„ Many other
commercial atationX,, offer some
educational program
But only 34 std,d stations
are operated by kducational in-
stitutions and onl 20 non-com-
mercial educational rm stations.
Franklin Dunham of the radio
section of the Office of Educa-
tion says about 200 schools and
colleges are planning to apply
for FM licenses.
Iowa State College at Ames,
Ia., is the only college with a
television statioa in operation,
but at least five others are
planning to have stations soon.
Because of expense, television
sending stations may be beyond
the reach of many schools and
colleges. But Dunham says it
may be possible to set up coop-
eration centers where a group
of educational institutions would
establish radio and television
stations and produce educational
movies. These programs and
pictures would be available to
all the educational institutions
in the area.
Chicago Is Seen As
World Video Center
Chicago —AP— Chicago will
have a population of 20 million
people and will be the world
center of all television broad-
casting in the year 2048, claim
Chicago news experts and city
planners. Their prediction was
sealed in an atom-bomb-proof
"time-capsule" buried here at
the site of Chicago's first depot
by the Chicago and North Wes-
tern Railway.
Burial of the capsule—which
contains more than 500 photo-
graphs of railroading as it is to-
day—marked the end of the first
century of railroading in Chi-
cago.
One radio commentator said
he believed the Chicago of 2048
would be "vastly cleaner than it
is now". Electrification through
nuclear energy will reduce the
use of coal mainly to . . . the
production of steel", he wrote.
"With soot virtually eradicated,
the city will move toward wash-
ed buildings, swept streets„ bet-
ter garbage removal and more
efficient street lighting".
The secret of cancer will, by
2048, "be infinitely simple to
comprehend", according to an-
other forecaster, and the only
real threat to human life will
be the "incurable bends suffered
when pressurized cabins fail in
space flight".
255 Acres 15 Separate Tracts
Comfortable Set of Farm Buildings, Ideal 8-Room Residence, 3 Large Barns, 1 Tenant House, -Adequate Water Supply. Outstanding Location, Federal Highway No. 68. More than 4000 feet
of highway frontage. Electricity, Bus, Milk and Mail Routes, Telephone. 2 Mlles East of Hop-Idnsville, Ky., Adjoining State Hospital Farm.
AUCTION!
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23 - -10:00 A. M.
Owners: Messrs. Frank L., and E. T. Morris Who Will Show You fhe Property
Lunch Will be Served on the Ground. Plenty of Parking Space for All. A History-Making Sale
—Everything from Hoes to Tractors—All Kinds of Farm Tools, Livestock, Hay and Grain.Greatest Sale of Season—Meet Your Friends at the Auction!
This is one of Christian County's choicest !Ionics. It will be yours on November 23rd. Buy 5 or10 acres, or more, on the front. All land level to gently rolling, some timber, large lake. First
and last chance on the highway to buy small acreage. Buy Now.This farm contains 76.2 acres, well improved. Each tract has long highway frontage. 15 Separ-
ate tracts, ranging from 5 acres up to 76.2 acres, selling separately and collectively. High bid
established, deeds next day.
Log Fires! Plenty to Eat! Drive in. Spend the Day! It is the Way Everybody Sells Nowadays
We are as (lose as Your Telephone
PERSONAL PROPERTY PARTLY LISTED
MACHINERY—I Oliver Row Crop Tractor No. 70; 1 Oliver 14-In. Bottom Plow; 1 Oliver 6-ft
Disc; 1 Oliver Cultivator Row Crop No. 70; 1 Cut-off Saw; I Chevrolet Li-ton Truck. 1931 model,
1 Deering Binder, 7-ft.; 1 Stationary Hay Baler; I Superior Grain Drill, 15 Tons Hay.
SMALL TOOLS—Harrows, Discs, Plows, Turning Plows, All Kinds of Plows, 2 Farm Wagons,
Harness and Leather Goods; Saw Mill, One 18 h. p. Steam Engine; 1 New 56-In. Atkins Insert-
Tooth Saw.
LIVESTOCK-2 Mules, 2 and 3 years; I Work Mule 8 years old; 1 Work Mare 4 years old:Good Saddle Mare 9 years old; 1 Extra Good Saddle Mare 9 years old; 1 Jack 3 years old: IIJennets (bred); Some Cattle; 100 barrels of Corn.
When You Have Property For Sale, Call or Write Us. The Oldest Land Auction
Firm South of the Ohio River, Whose Members All Have National Certificates
CARTER REALTY AUCTION CO.
SCOTTSVILLE, KY. Call 134-X or 177-X "WE SELL THE EARTH"
Morris Brothers urge you to attend their sale at 10'a. m., Tuesday, November 23rd and become
the owner of their fine 255-acre farm and personal property. Again we thank the good people
of Christian County and Hopitinsville for their splendid co-operation. Leaders for 30 Years. We
Sell, Build, Buy and Finance. Distinctive National Advertisers, Trained to Handle Late,
Estates.
Hoinemaker News
Schedule
Nov. 19, 1:30 p.m., Bethany,
Mrs. Elmer Jenkins, hostess.
Nov. 20, 7 p.m., Eddy Creek,
Pay Social, Mrs. M. P. Brown,
hostess.
Nov. 22, 1 p.m., Quinn, Mrs.
Will Sigler, hostess.
Nov. 23, 1:30 p.m., Cobb, Mrs.
Rudolph Morris, hostess.
Nov. 24, 1:30 p.m., Farmers-
yule, Mrs. Richard Thompson,
hostess.
Nov. 26, 2:30 p.m., Hopkins-
ville Rd., Mrs. Don Boitnott,
hostess.
Nov.
Creek, Mrs. Vernon Burgett,
hostess.
Hall
Hall Homemakers were shown
how to pad a chair for slip cov-
er when the club met with
Mrs. Joe Horning, November 9.
Mrs. W. L. Littlefield presid-
ed at the business meeting. The
club voted to put a road sign up
for the Beech Grove General
Baptist Church. Mrs. Joe Horn-
ing read Matthews 5, 13-16 for
the devotional.
The thought for the month
was given by Mrs. Joel Boitnott.
Present were Mrs. A. R. Horn-
ing, Mrs. Mary Thompson, Mrs.
Joel Boitnott, Mrs. W. L. Little-
field, Mrs. Joe Horning and
Miss Wilma Vandiver.
Lebanon
Lebanon Homemakers convert-
ed the living room of Mrs. M.
C. Cartwright into a workshop
during their regular meeting
Friday night, Nov. 12.
All steps of the major lesson,
"The Padding of Chairs For
Slip Covers" were demonstrated
as ;one chair was completely
padded during the lesson. The
minor lesson on "Legal Affairs"
was given by Mrs. M. C. Cart-
wright.
Members present were Mes-
dames M. C. Cartwright, T. A.
Ladd, George Markoff, James
McGregor, Glenn Owen, Tillie
Pickering, Clay Scott, Vernon
Taylor, Pollard Thompson and
Maurice Glass.
Washington
Letter
By Jane Lads
Washington--That plump bird
we dish -up on festive oecaalosat
these days is not the same spec-
ies our Pilgrim fathers shot and
savored at the first Thanksgiv-
ing. Dr. Logan Bennett, chief of
research of the Fish and Wild-
life Service of the Department
of the Interior, is authority for
this.
He says the turkey on the
market today originated from a
Atexican bird. It was taken by
the Spaniards to Spain,„ there
domesticated and brought back
to this country. 'The wild tur-
key is different," Dr. Bennett
told me. "It's much trimmer-
built, more alert, longer-legged,
runs faster, flies more readily—
tastes better."
You have to be a real expert
to catch a wild turkey. First
of all, you have to have a tur-
key-caller. This is a box made
of basswood, about 10 inches
long with half-inch thick walls,
the tops of which are thickly
coated with chalk. Loosely at-
tached to a screw at one end of
the box is a 10-inch paddle of
red cedar. As you move the
paddle from side to side over
the top edges of the box it
sounds—like a turkey.
"You can't make your fake
calls too often," he says, "be-
cause the wild turkey doesn't
do a lot of calling. If you call
too often you'll tip him off that
you're not the real McCoy."
Dr. Bennett got his wild tur.
key last year on a mountais
top in Pennsylvania. He started
at 1:30 p.m., selecting a low spot
in the brush where he lay quiet
until the woods were still about
him. Then he made three calls
on his box. He waited 20 min-
utes, made two more calls. The
turkey answered. "I didn't move
an eyelash—wild turkeys have
good eyesight," he said. "TO
turkey called two or three times,
but I kept still until 2:10, when
I made my next call, and waited
until 2:30 to make another. The
bird knew where I was. He made
a call every few minutes trying
to get me to answer."
At 2:45 Dr. Bennett made an-
other call. The turkey answered,
kept moving forward, until ex-
actly at 3 p.m., when he got
within 45 yards of his would-be
assassin. "Then the bird couldn't
stand it any longer," recited Dr.
Bennett. "He broke into a fast
run, as hard as he could go,
right at me. I heard him com-
ing, turned my head to look.
Immediately he flew into the
air at a right-angle. I reached
for my gun, shot and killed him.
We had turkey for Thanksgiv-
ing.
Dr. Bennett lives in a restored
colonial home in Virginia, 35
miles from the capital, with his
wife; a 13-year-old daughter
who, like himself, trains bird
dogs; and a son, nine, who pos-
sesses a beagle hound. The Ben-
netts also raise pigs and are
getting ready to hunt their
Thanksgiving turkey.
The phrase, "according td'
Hoyle", was first used to mean
Edmond Hoyle, an Englishman
of the 18th century who was the
first to systematize the rules of
whist.
Soot Destroyers - - - Pokers and Shovels
AUTHORIZED DEALER
CHARTER OAK HEATING STOVES
rineorperetedi
Tent Ii and Virginia St.
liopkInsville, Kentucky
At The Churches
FIRM
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
Evening services will be dis-
missed Sunday that the member-
ship may continue their wor-
shipping with the Methodists in
their revival. The CYF will at-
tend following the regular din-
ner meeting tonight and the
evening program Sunday.
A growing interest is being
shown by boys mid young men
of the church in developing two
or more basketball teams. Two
games have recently been play-
ed. Arthur Knox, Louard Eg-
bert and Edward Dobbins will
assist in coaching and manag-
ing the teams. Faithful atten-
dance at services of the church
will be required for eligibility
to play.
Residents of Princeton with-
out church affiliation are cordi-
ally invited to make First
Christian their church home.
Visitors are welcome.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Midweek Worship, Wednes-
day, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
and Sunday morning at 11
3'clock.
The first time gas was used
for street lighting was in London
in 1807.
"Skin Ten" 16"
BABY DOLL
$5.95
Feels like a
real baby I
Sleeping eyes.
With layette.
Florida ls one of the chief
suppliers of Kaolin, an impor-
tant ingredient of ceramic tile.
A series of 6,700 stone steps
permit pilgrims to climb Tai
Shan, highest of China's five
Sacred mountains.
rillRick Dille.' AIL American oesortinent. Supremequality! Includ•4 100 2" Solutes; Cherry l'IsshBombe; Bulldog S•lutesi Comet; %Thuile Bomb;g.Sisoe Repeaters; Wheelsi Whistle Devil; I luoulnslerip,,,,,a n i WI Rumen (:endles; Aerial Bombe; Sparklers{PLUS 2) Peeking« Chinese Firecrackers lesclodool 6 pock.
ago. of the PASIOUS ZEBRA BRANDI FREE PUNL
Sond for FREE catalog of ofhor alSOri TIMIS & diofoloyo
Also woke /or FREE Co sod Pistol Cirolor I
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Arnold Ligon Truck Li
ContactJAMES I) MASIIBUR!Phone 898 
Prineetsb.
RICH BROS. FIREWORKS CO.
DEPT. - SOX 114 - SIOUX FALLS. S. OAK.
on the table will be a wonderful
occasion. For I'm heirloom
Sterling .....II give you so
much pleasure now — and 3
times a day, all your life. For
I'm solid silver — all the way
through. I'll alwaya become
increasingly lovelier with the
passing years!" Damask Rose*
6-Piece Place Setting $00.00
including Federal tan.
Virginian • 6-Piece Place Setting
$00.00 including Federal tax.
(Ask shout our easy
payment plan.)
Takes lots of
rough play! All
metal. Gaily
colored. von
Hundreds of New Toys for Kids
All Ages! finest Quality
at lowest Prices!
Sturdy Rider Toys
Wheel Toys
Mechanical Toys
Action Pull Toys
Musical Toys
"Wind-Up" Trains
Electric Trains
Lively bounce;
heavy rubber.
Assorted c o t-
ors, designs
• Beautiful Doll'
• Doll furniture
• Housekeeping l'co
• Crib Toys
• Holster Sets & Gums
• Action Games
• Educational Toys
A real cowboy
repeateri 7414''
long; red or
pearl grips
MUSICAL TOP
Always a fav-
orite! Hums
while spi(),1
All steel. tows
:iimasmouraimatituavogiommeswormam.wismwilim;::i777,77-- -.-
KIDDIES: MAIL YOUR LETTERS IN OUR STORE —
SANTA WILL ANSWER YOU
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Tiling Doubles Yield
Tiling done on a three-acre
tobacco field doubled the yield
of tobacco for Darcy Abner of
Powell county. He told Farm
Agent D. R. Siler that while
fertilizer applications this year
were the same as before, the
yields had increased from 1,000to 2,000 pounds an acre.
ed fertilizers, he has built up
the soil until his farm this year
netted him more than he paidfor it originally.
Thirty acres of his orchard,
or 2,100 trees varying in agefrom two to eight years, are in
production at the present time.
Mitchell estimates this year's
crop of peaches at about 6,000
bushels, of which 1,400 bushels
were harvested from 700 trees
only two years old. Varieties in
greatest number are Golden
Jubilee, Hale Haven, South
Haven, July Heath and El-
berta.
FM You Can Afford
D ITt
mobil 210
POPULAR PRICE
y BIG SET FEATURES
TABLE SET ADVANTAGES
• 
Enjoy genuine G-E FM with glorious realism of
tone — virtually free from static, fading and station
uteri erence—at a now rodc bottom price. This smart
,race-sacir.g table model in roewood plastic brings :n
01 radio, too. It's performance-
( ogineered by General Electric—the
',adcr in FM. Only 
 $59.95
inary St. Phone 260
State Officials
To Visit Parks
State officials and heads of
the Kentucky Chamber of Com-
merce and Inc Kentucky Junior
Chamber of Commerce will em
bark Monday on a three-day
tour of several State parks to
promote a livelier appreciation
throughout Kentucky of the val
ue of increased tourist travel.
Heading the party will be
Lt. Gov. Lawrence W. Wether-
by, State Chamber President B.
J. Lenihan, Louisville, and State
Jaycee President Andrew W.
Clerk, Covington. Wetherby will
represent Governor Earle C.
Clements, who had to cancel
plans to make the tour because
of a knee ailment.
The tour will start with a noon
luncheon meeting at the Talbott
Tavern in Bardstown, followed
by. a visit to My Old Kentucky
Home. The party will then mot-
or to Cumberland Falls for the
night, reaching there in time
for dinner, and will leave Tues-
day morning for Mammoth Cave.
Wednesday night will be spent
at Kentucky Lake.
Both the Dominican Republk
and Spain claim to have the re-
mains of Christopher Columbus
buried within their borders.
The earliest use of the phrase
"almighty dollar" is attributed
to Washington Irving in 1837.
The Chicago fire in 1871 killed
more than 200, made nearly
100,000 homeless, destroyed 17,-
450 buildings, and caused dam-
age estimated at $200,000,000.
First National Bank's
ii
Use our special Auto Loan
Plan to get your car ready
for winter driving. Phone or
come in today.
gideAlltale •
FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
110 W. Market. Pronceton
George Woodruff, Mgr.
Ph.. 470
SIXTH ANNUAL
CORN SHOW
Because of the widespread interest and cooperation of the farmers
in previous years, we plan on holding another corn display and
contest in the babk's lobby this year, with
for the best yellow and the some for the best white corn.
Each entry must consist of three ears. They should be arranged
and tied by the farmer. If you raise more than one variety of corn
either hybrid, open pollinated, white and yellow, etc.) you may
make an entry of each.
SPECIAL
3.00 For The Longest Single Ear!
Closing date for entries: November 26. Corn will be judged
that night by Mr. R. A. Mabry, tagged and displayed all of the fol-
lowing week. Corn will be sold Dec. 4th, and the proceeds given
to the Caldwell County Memorial Hospital.
We are glad at all tunes to' display any unusual farm products,
such as pumpkins, apples or stalks of corn, etc. We have several
in our lobby at this time. If you have anything of this nature,
we will hp delighted to place it on display,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
_Rrinceton, Ky.
BOY MEETS PUPPY—Nine-year-old Jimmy Nostrand of Port
Byron and his new beagle puppy get acquainted in Jimmy's wheel
chair (Nov, 8) at Buffalo, N. Y. The pup was named Skippy after
one killed by a car last month. The boy, crippled since birth, is atthe Children's Hospital Cerebral Palsy School. (AP Wirephoto)
Recipe Of The Week
Of course there will be pump-
kin pie for the Thanksgiving
dinner! But for a delightful
change, try this chiffon pump-
kin pie recipe from the College
of Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics, University of Kentucky.
Salted nuts make a nice accom.
paniment.
Chiffon Pumpkin Pie
-1 tablespoon gelatin
1/4
 
cup cold water
3 egg yolks
IA cup brown sugar
11/4
 
cups cooked pumpkin
1 teaspoon salt
1/2
 teaspoon ginger
1,12 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2
 
teaspoon nutmeg
1/2
 teaspoon vanilla
3 egg whites
1-3 cup white sugar
Baked pie shell
,,....koak the gelatin in cold water.
Beat egg yolks, add brown su-
gar, pumpkin, salt, spices, va-
nilla and milk. Cook in double
boiler over hot water for about
10 minutes, stirring constantly.
Remove from fire and add gela-
tin. Stir until melted, then cool.
Beat egg whites until foamy,
then gradually add white sugar.
Beat until stiff. Fold into cold
pumpkin mixture and pour into
baked pie shell or six individual
pie shells. Let set in refrigera-
tor for three to four hours.
Serve with sweetened whipped
cream.
The first regular transcontin-
ental mail service by air began
between New York and San
Francisco in 1920.
Blue geese are gluttonous
feeders. The young gorge so stea-
dily they develop more rapidly
than the young of other geese.
Cam Black-Draught
Help Physical Fatigue?
Yes, Black-Draught may help phys-
ical fatigue if the only reason you
have that listless feeling le because
Of constipation. Black-Draught, the
friendly laxative, Ls usually prompt
and thorough when taken as di-
rected. It costs only a penny or leas
a dose. That's why it has been
a best-seller with four generations.
If you are troubled vrith such symp-
toms as Ices of appetite, headache,
upset stomach, flatulence, physical
fatigue, sleeplessness, mental hazi-
ness, bad breath — and if these
symptoms are due only to consti-
pation — then see what Black-
Draught may do for you. Get a
package today.
Ky. Farm News
L. Walker of Marshall
county increased hay yields by
at least 1,600 pounds an acre
through the use of phosphate.
'Approximately 60 acres of
Kenland clover were harvested
for seed in Christian county.
Mrs. R. C. Hays of Washing-
ton county has made between
45 and 50 pounds of yellow
cheese since that lesson was
given in the Springfield Home-
makers Club.
A Daviess county dealer re-
ports the sale of more than 40,-
000 pounds of vetch seed, most
of if being bought by farmers
in that county.
Boyle county farmers reached
their goal of 1,000 acres of al-
falfa seedings in their spring
and fall plantings.
Better poultry equipment is
reported by Gallatin county
homemakers who have installed
community type nests in poul-
try houses.
Despite drought, a 1½-acre
field of ladino clover on the
farm of Ernest Milkr in Bullitt
county furnished abundant pas-
ture for five sows and 45 feed-
er pigs.
More than 40,000 pounds of
vetch with grain have been sow-
ed as cover crops by Jessamine
county farmers.
The 1948 fescue seed crop of
125,000 pounds in Ballard coun-
ty was sold principally to local
farmers to seed 10,000 acres.
New dairy routes established
in Carter county have caused
50 percent more farmers to im-
prove their dairy programs.
H. C. Campbell of Perry coun-
ty markets about 50 dozen eggs
each week in Hazard.
A ton-litter of hogs by Helm
Bros. of Marion county weigh-
ed 2,650 pounds when 175 days
old.
From 75 to 100 bushels of corn
to the acre are reported from
most of the better farms in
Hancock county.
The first free public bath in
this country was established in
Chicago in 1904.
Brick was first made in Amer-
ica in Virginia, in 1612.
America's first cast-iron bridge
was built over the Erie Canal at
Frankfort, N. Y., in 1840.
Diphtheria germs wee discov-
ered in 1883.
Baltimore, in 1821, was the
first American city to use gas
for street lighting.
IF ILLNESS COMES
Every time a pharmacist hands
patient a finished prescription
ST
he gives him the benefit of years
of professional training. Your
pharmacist has studied botany,
physics, chemistry, biology, and
4 associated subjects. Pharmacists
are giving the public a highly specialized service.
It is our sincere wish that you may never have
illness in your home. But if you do, take advan-
tage of our personal, confidential service. Bring
your prescriptions to us.
Phone 126
Pleasant Grove
Ily Mo.s Nola Wilson
Farmers are working this to-
bacco season: a great deal of it
is going to market awaiting the
opening sales.
Mr. Lethel Woolf is the first
one we know to kill a hog.
Mrs. Zettie Woolf's condition
is slightly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Fletcher
recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
0. W. Dunning.
Mrs. Verta Storms, of Colo-
rado, recently visited her par-
ents.
W. M. S. met November 11,
with Mesdames Ernest Lacy,
Otho Morris, L. W. Rogers, Les- I
lie Ladd and Willie Glenn Hern-
don. Mrs. Isaac McCormick was
added as a new member, and one
visitor, Mrs. C. R. Overbey, was
present.
Prayer meeting, conducted by
Mr. Leslie Ladd, Wednesday,
had several present.
Sunday School Sunday had an
attendance of 56.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Rogers
are the proud parents of a new
daughter.
Mrs. Merl Keller underwent
an operation at Jennie Stewart
Memorial Hospital Thursday. We
with her a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbal Rogers
and children of Hopkinsville,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and
Mrs. Zora Wilson recently vis-
ited Mrs. Annie Rogers and fam-
ily.
Mrs. Johnnie McCormick and
Mrs. Felix Mitchell visited Mrs.
Merl Keller at Jennie Stuart
Hospital Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Dillingham
and son Pat visited Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Gilkey at Cambria, Ill.,
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Kirby
and son Keith attended singing
at Bainbridge Grove Wednesday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden
are occupying their new dwel-
ling.
Miss Velma Jewell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jewell,
and Mr. Glendall Tosh, of Fre-
FOR
RICHER
PASTURES
Many pastures provide poor
feed for livestock because the
soil lacks phosphorus. Phos-
phorus-deficient soil produces
phosphorus - deficient feed.
Phosphorus-rich soil produces
feed richer in both phosphor-
us and protein—and a bigger.
more palatable growth! A gen-
erous application of our FOUR-
LEAF Powdered Rock phos-
phate will benefit your past-
ures—and the livestock grazed
on them—for years ahead! In-
vestigate.
Write to . . .
Thompson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, III.
donia, were married Saturday.
We wish them a happy life.
Mr. Robert Newsom's new
dwelling is nearing completion.
Arthritis Pain
Pet fluke, lellehtfullt cum/fitting nolo lotsob. and pints of Riteent•titra. Arthritis.
Leretbsso ficlattri. or Nell rItligia tryRewind. work. thiough Like Wood First .Mr. and Mrs. Major Ladd do 
t Te rre,rii,7recently visited his parents, Mr. jul r ot druggist Mee 7r.i•;r. Quick, cooland Mrs. Johnnie Ladd. eiesellitlefselioo 0 f P10Of Osok goof o”,
In a flurry?
WHY WORRY-
Call Us For Prompt, Safe
LONG-D1STANCE
MOVING SERVICE
uthorued A • 'tit For
ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE
Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURNPhone 893 Princeton, Ky.
Coke Replaces Thirst—
Refreshment Scores
6_96a,"
" 'Coke
Ask fee it either way . . . both
trade-marks mean the tame thing.
IOTTLED UNDER ALFRIORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IS
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA MOTTLING COMPANY
0 19411, Tter Cm -Cato Competes
On a Ford Truck 14 Tons of Say Ain't Ray!
Howard Meitner of Oberlin, Ohio, stands alongside the 145-horsepower Ford F-7 &moo Rua Truck load•st
with 347 bales of hay. "I will match this truck against any truck of equal size and weight," he says.
"I'm willing and eager to match
my Ford F-7 BIG JOB against
any driver of any make truck of
equal size and weight," says
Howard Gleisner of Oberlin,
Ohio. "During the past ten
years I've driven a lot of
• different makes of trucks but
this Ford BIG JOB has proved
tops over all in comfort, econ-
omy and performance."
Howard has a perfect right
to be proud of his new Bonus
Built F-7. It packs a 145-horse-
power wallop which would
stand it in good stead in a clash
with any contender.
Lots of Ford Truck u.sers
are busting with pride. Why?
Because Ford Trucks cut costs!
Because Ford Trucks save
money! Because Ford Trucks
last longer! So, why not let them
work and save for you?
Choose from over 139 Ford
Bonus Built Trucks. Take your
pick of 3 new engines. Only
Ford offers a choice of L-head
or V-8 engine design. Only Feel
offers a Gyro-Grip clutch. Only
Ford offers demountable brake
drums. Only Ford has Level
Action suspension of a big new
cab. Only Ford lasts so long.
Fact is, Ford's the "only-eat"
truck on the road.
Come in and try on a hat f ul of
these, and many other features
available in Ford Trucks only!
Flees you to tirlen to fie Fred Allen Shore, Sunday Evening. -NBC network.
Lidos to IS,, ford Theater, roloy Evenongi not.,ork Se* your newtpoper for fa. and dolman.
Phone 100
Princeton, Kentucky
1.41 va a n
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Civic Clubs Are
Lending Aid To
Roadside Parks
Engineer Outlines Re-
quirements For Sites,
Pledges Maintenance
And Policing
Pikeville - Kentucky civic
clubs are definitely interested in
cooperating with the Department
of Highways in its current pro-
gram to place roadside parks
along main-traveled highways,
the State roadside improvement
engineer, J. P. Shannon, said
here today.
"The response to the depart-
ment's recent call for aid in the
acquisition of land for park sites
is encouraging", Shannon told
the Pikeville ,Kiwards Club. "I
have already received letters
from civic clubs and chambers
of commerce indicating their in-
terest in our program."
Shannon suggested recently
that Kentucky follow the lead of
other states in encouraging gar-
den clubs and other civic groups
and individuals to donate land
for park sites.
"It is important for these
groups to know what require-
ments a site must meet in or-
der to be suitable for taking over
as a roadside p a r k," Shannon
said.
"First of all, the site must be
a safe location with plenty of
sight distance in all directions.
It should not be on a dangerous
curve or bad grade. Secondly,
topography of the site should
lend itself to a park. No expen-
sive grading should be necessary
and a level site permits easier
'The Queen's Thanksgiving'
Given By Dotson Pupils
A play, "The Queen's Thanks-
giving", will be presented TUNA-
day night, Nov. 23, at 8 o'clock
by third and fourth grade pu-
pils at Dotson School, J. P.
Griffey, principal, announced.
Friday night, Nov. 19, a music
recital sponsored by the P. T. A.
will be given in the auditorium,
white P. T. A. of Trenton will
present a concert, Wednesday,
Doc. 1, in the Dotson Auditor-
ium, sponsored by the Dotson ,
P. T. A., Mr. Griffey said.
use especially by older visitors
who should not have to climb
many steps.
"There should be plenty of
shade trees and where possible,
a good view or some other in-
teresting feature. We should
like to provide roadside ark
facilities at overlook sites and
other scenic points where pos-
sible. In the selection of a site
for a roadside park, there should
be no logical objection raised by
adjoining property owners to
the use for this purpose. There
should also be no evidence that
neighboring conditions would
tend to permit misuse of the
park."
Shannon said the deliartment
hopes to have several new park
sites ready for use by spring and
added once the parks are de-
veloped, they will be properly
maintained and policed.
"As a service to the traveling
public, these parks wil be pro-
vided with adequate parking
areas, toilet facilities, safe drink-
ing water, picnic tables and
grilles."
The first artificial ice plant
was established in New Orleans
in 1866.
SET YOUR THERMOSTAT
at 72°-75
EXTRA
POWER
from Winkler
"Intae-plan Drive"
o AND STILL SLASH
YOUR HEATING BILL
y2
Are you concerned with exor-
bitant and ever-rising l costs?
Are you worried about your on
supply and whether your family
will have to suffer because of
lack of heat this winter? Do
you want automatic hest and
/till have fuel security at less
than half the cost for oil or gas)
THEN INSTALL A WINKLER
A Winkler Fully Automatic Stoker is your
best bet for automatic heat-for a Winkler
burns coal-the most dependable and safest
fuel-the most economical fuel by far. For low
cost, automatic heating at its best you can
depend on Winkler. Install • Winkler now and
erase your worries about fuel shortages, heat-
ing costs.
FULLY AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Only Winkler has the famous "Inter-Plan"
Transmission which has no shear pin-the
extra power drive which assures trouble-free
operation and long life. Arrange for • Winkler
Stoker installation new and let the savings
in fuel corns pay for it. Winkler Stokers are
available in hopper and self-feed models in
all sixes from small home models to industrial
units for large factories, apartments, etc.
Phone us today and arrange for • demonstra-
tion and free heating survey.
MITCHELL BROS.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
E. Market Street Princeton, Ky.
mon.m••,
In Massachusetts
Rct. Darn Dearing, 19, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dearing,
Route 5, is a graduate of Fre-
donia High School. He enter-
ed the Army in September and
is taking basic training at
Fort Devens, Mass.
Hunting Season
(Continued From Page One)
conservation officers of the Di-
vision throughout the state.
In addition to the quail and
rabbit season a 15-day open sea-
son has been declared on grouse
or native pheasant this year. The
season will open December 1 and
continue through December 15,
with a bag limit of two a day,
the division reports. The season
on ducks and geese opens at
noon December 10, and con-
tinues through January 8, with
a limit of four each day and a
possession limit of eight ducks
after the first day. Possession
limit for geese is eight. Shoot-
ing hours after the first day are
from half an hour before sun-
rise to one hour before sunset,
except on the first day when
the hours are from noon until
one hour before sunset. Includ-
ed in the bag limit or possession
limit shall be not more than one
wood duck, or two Canada
geese or subspecies, or two
white-fronted geese, or one of
each.
The deer season in five Ken-
tucky counties, Nelson, Hardin,
Breckinridge, Meade and Bullitt,
will open November 27, and con-
tinue through December 4. Only
antlered buck deer may be taken
and only shotguns, loaded with
slugs or 00 buckshot may be
used. In addition to the regular
statewide hunting license a spec-
ial deer hunting permit, which
costs $5, is required.
Barn Attracts Attention
A stock barn with a gambrel
roof is causing considerable in-
terest in Menifee county, where
it is the only one cif its kind.
It was built by S. 13. Smith of
the Tar Ridge community, who
obtained the b•aeprints from the
agricultural engineering depart-
ment of the College of Agricul-
ture and Home Economics, Uni-
versity of Kentucky. Mr. Smith
is pleased that he will be able
to store his hay without loss
from outside stacking.
During World War II, the U.
S. Navy for the first time had
more installed diesel power than
steam power.
Princeton Shoe Co 's
Thanksgiving
Shoe Sale
WOMEN'S SUEDE SHOES
NOW GOING ON--
Every Pair Reduced From
$2.00 to $4.00 a Pair!
Plenty Good Styles and Sizes Left to Choose From
DON'T MISS THIS CHANCE TO SAVE ON
HIGH GRADE FALL FOOTWEAR
- rwn., ....••••••••••I  sk.:4 41■•••-
Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
Early Buyer Gets
That Yule Bird
By Cynthia Lowry
There are a few obnoxious
people around these days: the
foresighted types who have their
Christmas shopping done before
there's even Trost on the pump-
kin.
Next to people who boast
about how early they get up in
the morning, they are my win.,
ter-seasun candidates for ex-
tinction. It's not so much that
they've put the business of gift-
buying behind them, it's the
gentle, superior sort of way they
go on. And the way they let youi
know right off the bat they
haven't a worry in the Yuletide
world except to fuss over a
wreath for the front door and
pick up SOMR holly, and, darling,
the holly this year seems sort of
scrubby. All this when I'm in a
star-spangled swivet about re-
membering whether Aunt Emma
is allergic to wool and whether
little Priscilla has gone out of
the toy, and into the book, age.
There aren't many of them,
thank goodness. But in the inter-
ests of my own self-eeteens-Tni
a last-minute shopper by nature
-I recently surveyed those
among my acquaintances who
were all finished with Christmas
shopping when I was fooling
around with the idea of a Labor
Day barbecue.
Every father's daughter among
them went a-traveling this sum-
mer.
Maudie, with a three-day stop-
over in Paris, walked among the
Seine bookstalls, and picked up
a gross of those quaint old maps
of the Ville Lumiere.
Joannie, on that all-expense
Mexican junket, bought out a
Taxco shoppe which featured
quaint old, made-in-Syracuse
pottery.
And Pattie, on her something
less than A Deck Caribbean
cruise, came back with a formi-
dable sunburn and loaded down
to the duty-free line with per-
fume.
All this is very commendable,
but it's not for me, thanks.
Christmas shopping is different
from any other kind of shop-
ping. It should be done with
spirit, at a time when there'S'a
feel of winter in the air, fake
Santas ringing bells on corners
and crowds in file stores. There
should be an urgency about it, a
feeling of holiday in the heart
and store windows full of tinsel
and soap-chip snow.
Of course, if you're going to
parcel out gifts from a stock-pile,
as though you were issuing am-
munition to a regiment, Maudie,
Joannie and Pattie are pretty
smart people. But that makes
Christmas quite simply a day on
which presents are meticulously
swapped, not a day of giving. In
that case, August mark-dcrvin
sales are perfect times to pick up
a couple of dozen tie-dyed scarfs
for a song.
But that's not for me. I'll con-
cede, however, there's a happy
ground somewhere between the
two. Like right this minute, even
if I just start making a list.
Ooops, 85.37 in the bank and
those organdy curtains for the
living room coming C. 0. I).
Wednesday. Well, next year, I'll
'RED' ROLTE,XLTS HIS MANAGER'S UNIFORM - Billy
Evans, (left):' eral manager of the Detroit Tigers hands a
uniform to Robert (Red) Rolf (Nov. 15) in Detroit, Mich., after
the one-tirne New York Yankee third baseman WOS appointed
manager of the Tigers. Rolfe, 40, served as director of Detroit's
minor league system. (AP Wirephoto)
Classified Ads
FOR SALE: Air-circulating hea-
ter. Good condition. Mrs. Joe
Cantrell, phone 729-W. 2tp
"We are in the market for good
quality logs or good tracts of
timber. Write or call Maley
At Wertz Lumber Co., Inc.,
900 E. Columbia Street, Ev-
ansville 7, Indiana." Stc
Are your headlights 0. Kt If
not, we can give you a perfect
job with the BEAR HEAD-
LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER -
a job that will meet state re-
quirements. Hodge ld o t or
Sales. Phone 87. ltc
PIANOS - RADIOS-ORGANS
- SOLO VOX. Top quality,
bottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Ph. 652-M. 52tp
WANTED: Farm hand family,
for 1949. Good farm, nice
house, electricity. Va mile from
grade school, on bus line to
high school. Colored or white.
J. I. Lester, LaITNINCO. 3tp
TIRES
With a written guarantee for car
truck or tractor. Get our price
Hodge Motor and Implement
Company. Phone 87. tfc
PIANOS: $200.00 trade in al-
lowance on a new piano. Dye
Piano Co., 409 S. Main, Hop-
kinsville, Ky. etc
Kennedy and Stallins - Elect-
rical contractors; REA wiring
a specialty. Work guaranteed.
Pbone 3854 or 541-W. tfc
WANTED: Man or woman with
car to collect from old cus-
tomers. Should average $100
per week net. Write W. H.,
Care Princeton Leader. ltc
FOR SALE: 177 acres of tim-
ber land; lays level; 1000 ft. of
gravel road 11/2 miles off
The first commercial diesel
engine war placed in operation
50 years ago.
do it, and that's for sure. Guess
I'll even join a Christmas club.
*Ws
114 RER
fiJOIT TO
84AIN
J.D.WILSON
Par 5E5i1.3
In the Most Amazing
Magic-Mystery Spec-
tacle of the Agel
50 NEW AND AMAZ•
INC MYSTERIES --50
NO"
OU'LL-S"V,at YOU'LL SHAKE,
WE Dm YOU TO SEE TNIS SNOW!
gry.a. r-ADCIED ATTRACTION I
Da.W[IROS CNA111101:110i1110115
ZON11111 141501.151 MINI 014055.11 11110STSI
TNt LIVIPM DUD /JAWING IN T141 AUDIENCII
01111.51 MAIN* TOUR SOY PRIANOSI ... SIT IN MN DAIS
WITH HNC FIND OUT WNFTNIN ME /S MAN ON mousy
NIGHT PERFORMANCE ONLYI 
Sponsored By Senior Class
BUTLER AUDITORIUM
NOVEMBER 23-1 P. M.
Class Receives Percentage of Proceeds.
Princeton-Hopkinsville High-
way. Price $15 per acre. Em-
eral Cluck, Johnson City, Ill.
3tp
SAVE MONEY
Buy engineered Mo-Par parts
and accessories for your
Chrysler-built automobiles and
trucks. Hodge Motor and Im-
plement Company. Phone 87
tIc
Unfurnished rooms for rent and
four-room house for sale. See
Mrs. Dewey Pool. Tel. 3603.1tp
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
Thursda , November 18,
_ 
_
glass cut and installod in all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Phone 557. tfc
BATTERIES
With a written guarantee for
your car, truck or tractor. Get
our price. Hodge Motor and
Implement Company. Phone
87. tic
FOR MONUMENTS: Good qual-
ity, good workmanship, see W.
R. Allen, W. Main St. Phone
0904. Princeton, Ky. tic
FOR SALE: Medium size Gull-
bransen piano in good condi-
tion. Will make some child a
fine piano to learn on, also
nice Christmas gift. Apply
Frank Blackburn, 214 So. Jef-
ferson. Phone 801. ltp
SEAT COVERS
Guaranteed Lot to rip or fade.
For your car or truck. Instal-
lation by experts at no extra
cost. Hodge Motor ann
ment Company. Phmle
. 
_
ONE DAY radio service
makes and models.
tory work at reasonable
guaranteed. Shrewsbur
dio Shop. South Jeffe
the Railroad. Call 423.
Car Heaters, Stewart
Heaters repaired, i
sold. Williams Texaco
Station. Corner Plum
Phone 557.
FOR SALE: Some g
Western ewes, and sou
ram. Mechanized farm
Dcanhill Farm. Pita
donia 4202.
FOR SALE: One 12 f
wood boat and trailer.
horsepower outboard
•LeJay electric trolling
New 16 volt battery.
plete fishing and boa
fit. Phone Fredonia
The
up your
and on
Dead Stock
WANTED
Kentucky Render-int, Works will pi
dead stock promptly, free of ch
sanitary trucks which are disinf
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs
We pay all phone charges.
Kentucky Renderthg Works
Phone 898 Princeton, K
Check your Red Front Store for your
Meat Curing Supplies before you buy.
I ender Quick Morton's, tits 98c
Salt
McCormick's
in cloth bags,
Red Pepper
Sugar Cure
Figs ro
Condensed Smoke
100 Ills 1.35
lb can, lb 65c
Morton's, 7½-lb. 87c
16-os. bt.55C
Heinz, cross sut, fancy
Sweet Pickles
Dromedary
Pitted Dates
X-Pert
White Cake Mix
Libby's fancy
Fruit Cocktail
Stokely, whole kernel, white
Corn
McCormick's, pure
Black Pepper
Sage McCormick, pure ground 1
FLavca
Sausage Seasoning
Morton's
8
10-re 1
Meat Pump ic size!.
24-02. jar 58c
7-os. pkg. 24c
14-oz. pkg. 28c
29-ox. can 44c
21-oz.
Butter Kernel, early June, fancy
Peas No 1 sieve,
Grape Juice
Niblets
Steel,
Corn fancy whole kernel,
Treasure Bay Brand
Cove Oysters
lie rsheys
Cocoa pure rich,
Cross & Blackwell
Date Nut Bread
V 8 Juice .
Conway, whole berry
Cranberry Sauce
Heinz
Plum Pudding
Stokely Tasty King
can 24c
29c
jar 33c
tz,. .19c
19-tiz
qt.
43/4-oz. can 42c
8-os.
46-ox.
can
can 21c
can 40c
19c
„ os can 57c
16 oz. can
Peas large tender sweet, 19-oz. can 19c
White seven inch, variety of Icings
Loving Cup Cakes
Merritt's
Beaten Biscuits pkg. of 12 for 2
Dromedary Fudge and
Frosting Mix „az  2
Stokely yellow cling halves, heavy syrup
Peaches 29 oz. can3
Pineapple Dole, fancy, 9 in, ran 5
Chocolate Covered
Cherries itrarit's
Makes excellent desserts
I-lb box 6
Eagle Brand Milk 150a can 2
Gulf Light,
Shrimp large size,
Hallmark, fancy shredded
Cocoanut
Shufeldt
Olives
dry
queens stuffed,
can 25c Del Monte, fancy early garden
Asparagus
Gelatin
7-oz. can 5
4-oz. 1
3
4
2
2
1.
lb
1
1
5-ea
19 II
Knox sparkling,
Jello Royal, aist, flavors,
Loving Cup Coffee
Pie Crust Mix
Pumpkin tretand,
each 39c Do-Nuts Lorin,: Cep Jumbo 6 for
sr
can
3-pkg,
3 lbs
Mix; Julie, pkg
Check your friendly Red Front Stores for your
Thanksgiving Poultry before you buy.
MEAT SPECIALS
Smoked Hams lb
Half or whole
49c
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Fancy Terley's
Winesap
Cranberries
New red, delicious baked
large , lb. 10c Sweet Potatoesred 
Large, full of milk
fresh, red, ripe, lb. 25c Cocoanuts
29-07 can
Listen tc Ilin8 Singily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WV1S 6 P. M. Owensboro, Ky., Week Days
Red Front Stores
MORE FOR Ytk 'k ‘,. rtmt.
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